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Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group defined over an 
algebraically closed field F of characteristic not 2. Denote the Lie algebra of 
G by 9. 
In this paper we shall classify the isomorphism classes of ordered pairs of 
commuting involutorial automorphisms of G. This is shown to be indepen- 
dent of the characteristic of F and can be applied to describe all semisimple 
locally symmetric spaces together with their line structure. 
Involutorial automorphisms of g occur in several places in the literature. 
Cartan has already shown that for F= C, the isomorphism classes of 
involutorial automorphisms of g correspond bijectively to the isomorphism 
classes of real semisimple Lie algebras, which correspond in their turn 
to the isomorphism classes of Riemannian symmetric spaces (see 
Helgason [ 111). If one lifts this involution to the group G, then the present 
work gives a characteristic free description of these isomorphism classes. In 
a similar manner we can show that semisimple locally symmetric spaces 
correspond to pairs of commuting involutorial automorphisms of g. 
Namely let (go, a) be a semisimple locally symmetric pair; i.e., go is a real 
semisimple Lie algebra and rr E Aut(g,) an involution. Then by a result of 
Berger [2], there exists a Cartan involution 8 of go, such that 00 = ea. If 
we denote the complexilication of go by g, then o and 8 induce a pair of 
commuting involutions of g. Conversely, if c, 8 E Aut(g) are commuting 
involutions, then c and 8 determine two locally semisimple symmetric 
pairs. For if u is a O- and O-stable compact real form with conjugation r, 
then (ger, (~1 ge,) and (g,,, f3 Iger) are semisimple locally symmetric pairs 
where 
ger= cwww=w and g,, = {A-E g 1 as(X) = X}. 
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These pairs are called dual. To get a correspondence with these locally 
symmetric pairs we consider ordered pairs of involutions and let (0, cr) 
correspond to the first and (a, /!I) to the second. 
So let (T, 0 E Aut(G) be commuting involutions and let G, resp. G, denote 
the group of fixed points of cr resp. 8. For a o- and o-stable torus T of G we 
write 
TB+ = (Tn G,)’ and T,- = {TV T(B(t)=r-‘}‘. 
The second torus is called a &split torus of G. Similarly we define T,’ and 
T;. The torus (T;); = {tETIa(t)=Q(t)=t-‘Jo is called (a, Q-split and 
is denoted by TqB. Denote the set of characters, the set of roots, and the 
Weyl group of T with respect to G by, respectively, X*(T), 0(T), and 
W(T). We use the notation %? for the set of Int(G)-isomorphism classes of 
ordered pairs of commuting involutions of G and the notation %Y( T) for the 
set of W( T)-conjugacy classes of ordered pairs of commuting involutions of 
(X*(T), Q(T)), where T is a maximal torus of G. 
To classify these isomorphism classes of ordered pairs of commuting 
involutions we construct a map from $9 to V?(T) (for a fixed maximal torus 
T) and classify its image and the fibers. In order to construct such a map 
one could take in any class c of V a representative (a, 0) such that T is 
o- and Q-stable and consider the W( T)-conjugacy class of (a) T, 8 1 T). 
However, this leaves too much freedom for the choice of (a, 0). Different 
representatives of the class c in 97, stabilizing T, can induce different 
classes in %‘(T). Hence we have to demand more properties of the 
representative. 
In the case of a single involution (i.e., (T = 0) one has two possible 
choices. Namely one can require of the representative (0, 0) of c that T; is 
a maximal torus of GB or that T; is a maximal &split torus of G. Cartan 
used the first choice to classify the real semisimple Lie algebras. For 
Riemannian symmetric spaces however the second choice is more natural, 
because one obtains also the restricted root system of the symmetric space, 
which coincides with the non-zero restrictions of Q(T) to Tg. Araki Cl] 
followed this method to classify the Riemannian symmetric spaces. 
To classify the semisimple locally symmetric pairs, Berger [2] made a 
choice analogous to that of Cartan, but did not obtain any results concern- 
ing the fine structure of those spaces. Our choice is similar to that of Araki. 
To be more specific, we call a pair (a, 0) normally related to T if T is Q- and 
e-stable and if T;*, T;, T,- are respectively maximal (a, f3)-split, a-split, 
and e-split. As in the case of a single involution, @(T;,) is the natural root 
system of the corresponding symmetric pair. Every class in %? contains a 
pair (a, 0) which is normally related to T (see (5.13)). Denoting the center 
of G by Z(G), we have furthermore: 
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5.16. THEOREM. Let (ol, 0,) and (a,, t3,) be pairs of commuting 
involutorial automorphisms of G, normally related to T. Then (a,, t3,) 1 T and 
(02, 6,) 1 T are conjugate under W(T) if and only if there exists E E TcH with 
E’EZ(G) such that (az, 02) is isomorphic to (a,, 6, Int(.s)). 
The elements E E T;H such that 6’ E Z(G) are called quadratic elements CI~ 
T;,. We can define now a mapping 
(see (5.19)). Denote the image of p by C;r and the fiber above p( (a, 0)) by 
%?(a, 0). The ordered pairs of commuting involutions of (X*(T), Q(T)), 
whose class in q(T) is contained in d, are called admissible. 
The W( T)-conjugacy classes of admissible pairs of commuting 
involutions of (X*(T), Q(T)) can be described by a diagram, which can be 
obtained by gluing together two diagrams of admissible involutions under 
a combinatorial condition on the simple roots (see (7.11) and (7.16)). 
From this one obtains all the fine structure of the corresponding semi- 
simple locally symmetric pair. 
As to the classification of the classes in %?(cr, O), it suffices to give a set of 
quadratic elements of a maximal (a, B)-split torus A of G, representing the 
classes in %Y(g, 8). These quadratic elements can be described by using a 
basis of @(A). Namely let d be a basis of @(A) and rYj.)j,~~ a dual basis in 
X,(A), the set of multiplicative one-parameter subgroups of A. If 
Ed. = vj,( - 1 ), A E 6, then E: = e. There exists a subset d, c d such that 
{cj. 1 j,tJ, is a set of quadratic elements representing the classes in %‘(a, 0). 
This subset d, of d is determined by the action of the restricted Weyl 
group W(A) on the group of quadratic elements of A and the signatures of 
the roots in d (see (8.13) and (8.25)). This completes the classification. 
A difference between the above classification of symmetric spaces and the 
one by Berger [2] is that we give the isomorphism classes under both inner 
and outer automorphisms, while Berger only classified the semisimple 
symmetric spaces under the action of the full automorphism group. 
Finally we note that every class %‘(a, 0) contains a unique class of stan- 
dard pairs (see (6.13)). This seems to be the natural class to start with in 
the analysis on these symmetric spaces. For example, if o = 8, then the 
standard pair in %Y(O, 0) is (0, f3), which corresponds to a Riemannian sym- 
metric space and the other pairs in %?(O, 0) corespond to the &-spaces 
described in [ 181. Also all the relations between the restricted Weyl groups 
for the various root systems (see (2.7) and (6.15-6.18)) follow immediately 
from the properties of this standard pair. 
A brief summary of the contents is as follows. After some preliminaries in 
Section 1. We derive all the properties needed about root systems with 
involutions in Section 2. The Sections 3 and 4 deal with the classification of 
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single involutorial automorphisms. The method of classification, presented 
here, simplifies the work of Araki [l] and Sugiura [22, Appendix]. In 
Section 5 we characterize the isomorphism classes of pairs of commuting 
involutions on a maximal torus as above. In section 6 we show that for a 
maximal (0, Q-split torus A of G, the set @(A) is a root system and we 
introduce the standard pair. The classification of admissible pairs of com- 
muting involutions of (X*(T), Q(T)) is treated in Section 7, where also all 
the line structure is derived. A set of quadratic elements characterizing the 
classes in %?(o, 0) is given in Section 8. In Section 9 we deal with the 
isomorphism classes under the full automorphism group and give also a list 
of the associated pairs (u, o0) and (&00). These will be of importance for 
the analysis of the corresponding symmetric spaces. Finally the relations 
between ordered pairs of commuting involutions and semisimple locally 
symmetric spaces is discussed in Section 10. 
Recently Oshima and Sekiguchi [ 193 also determined the restricted root 
system of a semisimple locally symmetric pair, based on the classification of 
Berger. Some of this line structure of a locally semisimple symmetric pair 
can be found also in Hoogenboom [13]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND RECOLLECTIONS 
1.1. Let F denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic # 2. 
We use as our basic references for algebraic groups the books of 
Humphreys [ 141 and Springer [24] and we shall follow their notations 
and terminology. Throughout this paper G will denote a connected reduc- 
tive linear algebraic group, defined over F. For any closed subgroup H of 
G, denote its Lie algebra by the corresponding (lowercase) German letter h 
and write Ho for the identity component. The center of H will be denoted 
by Z(H). 
For a subtorus T of H let X*(T) denote the additively written group of 
rational characters of T and X,(T) the group of rational one-parameter 
multiplicative subgroups of T; i.e., the group of homomorphisms (of 
algebraic groups): GL, + T. The group X*(T) can be put in duality with 
X,(T) by a pairing (., .) defined as follows: if x E X*(T), 2 E X.,.(T), then 
x(n(t)) = tcX’“) for all t E F*. The torus T acts on the Lie algebra h of H by 
the adjoint representation. For a E X*(T) let h, denote the weight space for 
the character c( on b and let @(T, H) denote the set of roots of H with 
respect to T, i.e., @(T, H) is the set of non-trivial characters a E X*( T) such 
that lj, # 0. Set W( T, H) = NH( T)/Z,( T), where 
NH(T)= {xEH(xTx-‘C T}, 
Z,(T)={x~Hlxt=txforallt~T). 
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If H is connected, W( T, H) is called the Weyl group of H relative to T. It is 
a finite group, which acts on T, X*(T) and X,(T). Moreover, the set of 
roots @(T, H) is stable under the action of W( T, H) on X*(T). In the case 
H = G we shall write Q(T) for @(T, G) and W(T) for W( T, G). 
If T is a torus of G such that Q(T) is a root system in the subspace of 
X*(T) @+ [w spanned by Q(T) and if W(T) is the corresponding Weyl 
group, then for each c( E Q(T) the subgroup G, = Z,((Ker a)“) is non- 
solvable. If we now choose n, E NG,( T) - Z,J T) and let s, be the element 
of W(T) defined by n,, then there exists a unique one-parameter subgroup 
~(“EX,(T) such that (~,a”)=2 and s&)=x-(~,a”)a (xEX*(T)). 
We call ~1” the coroot of a and denote the set of these a” in X,(T) by 
@ ” (T). We have a bijection of Q(T) onto @ ” (T). 
For I, y E G denote the commutator XVX~ ‘y- ’ by (x, y). If A, B are 
subgroups of G, the subgroup of G generated by all (x, y), x E A, y E B will 
be denoted by (A, B). 
1.2. Involutorial automorphisms of G. Let 0 E Aut(G) be an involutorial 
automorphism of G; i.e., l3’= id. We denote the automorphism of g, 
induced by 6’ also by 0 and write K = G, = {X E G [0(x) = X} for the group 
of fixed points of 0. This is a closed, reductive subgroup of G (see Vust [31, 
Sect. 1 I). If F= @ then G/K is the complexilication of a space G(R)/K( R) 
with G( IW)-invariant Riemannian structure. Here G( [w) (resp. K( IR)) denotes 
the set of R-rational points of G (resp. K.) 
For a e-stable subgroup H of G let S,(H) = { hfI( h) ~ ’ 1 h E H}. In the case 
H= G, we shall also write Se (or S) for S,(G). The group G acts transi- 
tively on S, by g * x = gxB( g) ~ I. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. S,, is a closed connected subvariety of G and the map 
g -+ g * e induces an isomorphism of affine G-varieties: G/K + S,. 
This is proved in Richardson [20,2.4] 
1.4. O-split tori. Let T be a o-stable torus of G. (Recall that according 
to a result of Steinberg [27, 7.53, there exists a e-stable torus T of G.) If we 
writeT,+=(TnK)‘and T,-={x~TJ8(x)=x -I}‘, then it is easy to verify 
that the product map 
p: T; x T,- + T, At,, t2)=t,t2 
is a separable isogeny. So in particular T = T,t . T,- and Tg n T; is a finite 
group. (In fact it is an elementary abelian 2-group.) If T is a torus in a 
Q-stable subgroup H of G, then the automorphisms of @(T, H) and 
W( T, H) induced by 8 1 H will also be denoted by 0. 
A torus A of G is called O-split if O(a) = a-’ for every a E A. These tori 
are called @-anisotropic in Vust [31] and Richardson [20]. We prefer the 
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former terminology, because if F= @, then A is a split torus, defined over 
R, with respect to the real structure defined by 07, where z is the complex 
conjugation with respect to a compact real form of G invariant under t?. 
If 0 # id, then non-trivial e-split tori exist (see Vust [31, Sect. l]), so in 
particular there are maximal ones. The following result can be found in 
Vust [31, Sect. 11: 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let A be a maximal B-split torus of G. Then: 
(1) A is the unique @split torus of Z,(A). 
(2) (Z,(A), Z,(A))cp and Z,(A) is the almost direct product of 
Z,(A)’ and A. 
(3) Zf T is a maximal torus of G, containing A, then T is O-stable. 
Moreover, all maximal &split tori of G are conjugate under K” and so are all 
maximal tori of G containing a maximal &split torus of G. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. Let A be a maximal &split torus of G and let E, 
denote the vector subspace of X*(A)@, [w spanned by @(A). Then @(A) is a 
root system in E, and the corresponding Weyl group is given by the restric- 
tion of W(A) to E,. Moreover, every element of W(A) has a representative in 
N,dA 1. 
For a proof, see Richardson [20,4.7]. 
Note that if T is a maximal torus of G containing A, then @(A) coincides 
with the set of restrictions of the elements of Q(T) to A. 
2. INVOLUTIONS OF ROOT DATA 
To deal with the notion root system in reductive groups it is quite useful 
to work with the notion of root datum (see Springer [23, Sect. 11). 
2.1. Root data. A root datum is a quadruple Y = (X, @, X”, @” ), 
where X and X” are free abelian groups of finite rank, in duality by a 
pairing Xx X” -+ Z, denoted by (., .), @ and @” are finite subsets of X 
and X” with a bijection a + c(” of @ onto @ “. If tl E @ we define 
endomorphisms s, and s, y of X and Xv, respectively, by 
&(x)=x- (x3 a” >4 s,“(A)=L (&A) lx”. 
The following two axioms are imposed: 
(1) IfEE@, then (M,cc”)=~. 
(2) If crE@, then s,(@)c@, s,~(@“)c@“. 
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It follows from (1 ), that S: = 1, s,(a) = --CI and similarly for s, “. Let Q be 
the subgroup of X generated by @ and put I’= Q 0 L R, E = X0 z R. Con- 
sider I’ as a linear subspace of E. Define similarly the subgroup Q” of X” 
and the vector space V”. If Q, # 0, then @ is a not necessarily reduced 
root system in V in the sense of Bourbaki [S, Chap. VI, No. 11. The rank 
of @ is by definition the dimension of V. The root datum Y is called 
semisimple if Xc I/. We observe that s, v = ‘3, and s,(p) ” = s, “(p ” ) as 
follows by an easy computation (cf. Springer [23, 1.41). Let ( ., . ) be a 
positive definite symmetric bilinear form on E, which is Aut(@) invariant. 
Now the s, (a E @) are Euclidean reflections, so we have 
Consequently, we can identify 0” with the set (2(c(, CI))‘C(~CIE @} and a” 
with 2(c(, rx-‘CL. If #eAut(X, @), then its transpose ‘4 induces an 
automorphism of @ “, so 4 induces a unique automorphism in Aut(Y), the 
set of automorphisms of the root datum Y. We shall frequently identify 
Aut(X, @) and Aut( Y). 
For any closed subsystem @, of @ let I+‘(@,) denote the finite group 
generated by the s, for c( E @, . 
2.1.1. EXAMPLE. If T is a torus in a reductive group G, such that Q(T) 
is a root system with Weyl group W(T), then the root datum associated to 
the pair (G, T) is: (X*(7’), G(T), X,(T), a”(T)), where X*(T), Q(T), 
X,(T), and @ ” ( T) are as defined in ( 1.1). In particular, if T is a maximal 
torus of G or T= A a maximal &split torus of G, as in ( 1.6), then the 
above root datum exists. 
2.2. Involutions. Let Y be a root datum with @ # 0, as in (2.1), and let 
0, 8 E Aut( Y) be commuting involutions; i.e., a2 = e2 = id, 00 = 80. We now 
derive some properties of the set of restrictions of @ to the common 
(- 1 )-eigenspace of 0 and 8, which will play an important role in our 
classification. 
Let X0(0, 0) = {X E Xl x - g(x) - e(x) + se(x) = 0) and let Qo(a, 0) = 
@ n X,,(a, 0). Clearly X0(0, 0) and @,,(a, 0) are g- and e-stable and Do(a, 0) 
is a closed subsystem of @. We denote the Weyl group of @,Ja, 0) by 
Wo(a, 8) and identify it with the subgroup B(@,,(a, 0)) of W(Q). Put 
W,(o, 0) = { )*SE W(Q) 1 u(XJ(T, 0)) =X0(0, e)}, X0,0 = X/Xo(a, 0) and let z 
be the natural projection from X to x0.0. We frequently identify Zg,B with 
wmd=~(~)= -id, such that rr(~) corresponds to $(I-cr(x) - 
fQ)+aQ)). Every WE W,(a, 0) induces an automorphism n(w) of X0,0 
and n(wx) = n(w) n(x) (x E X). If PG.0 = {rc(w) 1 w  E W,(a, e)}, then wO,, g 
W,(a, e)/B’,(a, 0) (see Satake [22, 2.1.31). We call this the restricted Weyl 
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group, with respect to the action of (cr, 0) on 37. It is not necessarily a Weyl 
group in the sense of Bourbaki [5, Chap. VI, No. 11. 
Let Glr,s = a(@ - @,,(o, 0)) denote the set of restricted roots of @ relative 
to (cr, 0). We shall mainly be concerned with the case that $o.e is a root 
system with Weyl group wg,B (see, e.g., (1.6), where 0 = 0). 
2.3. DEFINITION. An order > on X is called a (a, 8)-order if it has the 
following property: 
if xEX, x>O, and x4X0(a, 0) then g(x)<0 and 8(x)<O. 
If > is a (a, Q-order on X, then for x E X we have 
x>Ooeither x-cr(~)-8(~)+ce(x)>O or a(~)=0 and x>O. 
So a (a, Q-order on X induces orders on X0(0, 0) and YG,e and vice versa. 
A basis d of @ with respect to a (0, @-order on X will be called a 
(0, 8)-basis of @. We then write d,(o, 0) =d n @,,(a, 0) and Jo,B= 
x(d - d,(c, 0)). (We call 6,, a restricted basis of sb,,, with respect to d.) It 
is not hard to see that &,(a, 8) is a basis of QO(o, tI) and that a similar 
property holds for a,,,. 
2.4. LEMMA. The elements of ii,, are linearly independent. Moreover, 
every 3, E 60,e can be expressed uniquely in the form 
A=& C m,p with m, E Z, m, > 0. 
PE&,O 
For a proof see Satake [22, 2.1.61. 
Note that W,(a, 0) permutes the (0, Q-bases of @; i.e., if w  E WO(o, 0) 
and d is a (0, Q-basis of @, then w(d) is also a (a, @-basis of @. Moreover, 
WE WO(cr, 0) if and only if x(w) = id. This is again equivalent to 
aw,,,) = &,B as is easily seen from the following useful result: 
2.5. LEMMA. Let A, A’ be (a, @-bases of @ such that J0,e = a&. Then 
A’= w,(A), where W,,E Wo(a, 0) is the unique element such that 
Dada, W = Ada, 0)‘. 
For a proof see Satake [22,2.1.2]. The proof follows also immediately 
from the observation that a (a, @-basis of 0 is completely determined by 
bases A,(a, 0) resp. Jo*0 of @,Ja, 0) resp. 80,s. 
2.6. In case of a single involution we take a = 8 and we use the results 
stated above. Moreover, we omit a in the notations; i.e., we write X,(e), 
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G, @cd@, cb w,(O), W,(O), mO, d,(8), 2, instead of, respectively, 
~-de, e), he, DDE, e), h,e, wde, e), we, 0 wo,e, 404 0 ae,e. 
A (0, @)-order on X will be called a O-order on X and a (0, 8)-basis of CO a 
O-basis of @. 
2.7. Relations between (restricted) Weyl groups. Assume that (a, 0) 
is a pair of commuting involutions of @ such that gs is a root system 
with Weyl group mO. Then cr 1 X0 is an involution of (Y@, gO), so 
we can also view GflTe as the set of restricted roots of GO with respect 
to r~ 18,. Denote the restriction of (T to X0 also by Q and let 
wy(0, e)= {WE ~,(a, e)lw(xo(e))=xo(e)) = {WE w,(e)Iwe=ew). put 
w; = WT(o, e)/ Wo(a, 0). It is not hard to show that @ is isomorphic to 
the restricted Weyl group of $C,e with respect to the action of c on X0 (see 
(2.2)). However, this will not be needed in the sequel. 
In case 6, is a root system with Weyl group WC we define W;(o, t!?) and 
m: similarly. In Section 6 we shall encounter the situation that @, IT’:, 
and @‘C,O coincide and are equal to the Weyl group of $O,e. 
2.8. A characterization of 8 on a O-basis of @. In the remaining part of 
this section we restrict ourselves to the situation of a single involution 
8 E Aut(X, @). Let A be a O-basis of 0. Then O( -A) is also a O-basis of @ 
with the same restricted basis, so by (2.5) there is w,,(O)E W,(O) such that 
wO(0) B(A) = -A. Here w,(8) is the longest element of W,(e) with respect 
t0 d,(e). Put e* = e*(d) = -w,(e). 8. Then e*(d) E Aut(X, Q, d) = 
(4 E Aut(X, @) 1 d(A) = A}, 8*(A)* = id, and 8*(A,(B)) = A,(B). 
2.9. Remarks. (1) 8* can be described by its action on the Dynkin 
diagram of A. Note that 
(a) if @ is irreducible, then 8* is either the identity or a diagram 
automorphism of order 2; 
(b) if cP= Oi II Q2 with @,, @, irreducible and O(@,)=@*, then 
8* exchanges the Dynkin diagrams of 0, and Q2. In particular QO(0) = 0, 
SO w,(B)=id and 8= -8*. 
(2) If 8 = id and A is a basis of @, then 8*(A) = -w,(id) is called the 
opposition involution of A. In this case we shall also write id*(A) for 8*(A). 
(3) If @ is irreducible and A a basis of Qi, then the opposition 
involution is non-trivial if and only if @ is either of type A, (I>, 2), 
D *I+ l(ld 2) or 4. 
(4) The action of O* on A,(8) is determined by A,(B), because 
8* I A,(B) = -w,(8) is the opposition involution of A,(8), which is uniquely 
determined on each irreducible component of @JO). 
(5) For @ irreducible, the action of 8* can only be non-trivial if @ is 
of type A, (1>2), D, (124) or E,. 
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The diagram automorphism 8* relates the simple roots in A, which are 
lying above a restricted root in 3,: 
2.10. LEMMA. Let A be a &basis of @ and c(, PEA, a # fi such that 
X(U) = z(p) # 0. Then IX = 0*(B). 
Proof Working in I’, we have rc(a) = +(u - 0(a)) = f(P - e(b)), so 
u - p = e(ct - p) = -e*(w,(e)(cr - j3)) = e*(p - c1 - 6) 
for some 6~Span(A,(B)). Since A is a basis of V and c(, /I, 0*(a), 
0*(/I) E (A -A,(8)), it follows that C( = 0*(/I), /I = B*(a), and 6 = 0. 
2.11. The index of 8. Assume that the root datum Y is semisimple. If 
0 E Aut( Y) is an involution and A a e-basis of @, then 8 is determined by 
the quadruple (X, A, A,(B), e*(A)), because t?= --8*(A) w,(8). We call 
such a quadruple (X, A, A,(8), e*(A)) an index of 8. 
Two indices (X, A, A,(B,), 8:(A)) and (X, A’, Ab(e,), ez(A’)) are said to 
be isomorphic if there is a WE IV(@), which maps (A, A,(8,)) onto 
(A’, A&(0,)) and which satisfies we:(A) w-’ = e,*(A’). 
2.12. Remarks. (1) The above index of 8 is the same as the Satake 
diagram corresponding to an action of the finite group r, = {id, - 0} on 
(X, @) (See Satake [22, 2.41). Our terminology follows Tits [29]. 
(2) As in [29] we make a diagrammatic representation of the index 
of 8 by colouring black those vertices of the ordinary Dynkin diagram of 8, 
which represent roots in A,,(B), and by indicating the action of 8* on 
A -A,(B) by arrows. An example in type E, is: 
We omit the action of 8* on A,(8) because 8*1 A,(0) = -w,(B) is com- 
pletely determined by the type of Go(e) (see (2.9.4)). 
(3) An index of 8 may depend on the choice of the e-basis of @; i.e., 
for two B-bases A, A’, the corresponding indices (X, A, d,,(e), 8*(A)) and 
(X, A’, A;(e), e*(A’)) need not be isomorphic. However, this cannot 
happen if se is a root system with Weyl group rO: 
2.13. LEMMA. Let Y be semisimple and 8 E Aut( Y) an involution such 
that *, is a root system with Weyl group PO. Let A, A’ be two e-bases of @. 
Then (X A, A,(B), 8*(A)) and (X, A’, Ah(e), e*(A’)) are isomorphic. 
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Proof: Since W, = W,(S)/W,(CI) is the Weyl group of GO, there is by 
(2.5) a unique element WE W,(O) such that w(A)= A’. Then also 
w(A,(@) = A;(e), so it suffices to show that O*(A’) = we*(A) w- ‘. 
Since w,(0)’ = wwO( 0) 0( ~1~ ’ ), where w,(B)‘, resp. w,(B) E IV,(e), are as in 
(2.8), we get w,(8)’ = e(w)(w,(f9)0)(8(w)-‘), which implies the desired 
relation. 
To classify the indices of involutions we note: 
2.14. LEMMA. Let A be a basis of @, A, c A a subset and 
8* E Aut(X, @, A) such that O*(d,) = A,, (O*)‘= id. Let X0 be the Z-span of 
A, in X and @(A,) = @ n X0. Then there is an involution B E Aut(X, @) with 
index (X, A, A,, e*) ifand only ife* ) A,, = id*(AO) (the opposition involution 
of A, with respect to @(A,)). 
Proof: “Only if” being clear, assume 8*) A,,= id*(A,). Let w0 be the 
longest element of W(@(A,)) with respect to A, and let 
f3 = -0*w, E Aut(X, 0). Since 81 X0 = id it follows that 0* and w0 commute, 
so 8 is an involution. On the other hand, since 8*1 A, = id*(A,) it follows 
that A,= A,(B), so (X, A, A,, S*) is an index of 6’. This proves the result. 
2.15. &normal root systems. Let X, @, and 8 be as in (2.8) and let 
@’ = {a E CD 1 ia 4 @} be the set of indivisible roots. 
2.15.1. DEFINITION. @ is called &normal if for all aE @’ with e(a)#a, 
we have e(a) + a $ @. This definition is a generalization of the known 
definition of normality to non-reduced root systems (see Warner [32, 
1.1.31). 
2.16. Remark. If ~0 is e-normal, then ss is a root system with Weyl 
group IV, (see Warner [32, 1.1.3.11). 
In the sequel we shall need the following results: 
2.17. LEMMA. Assume @ to be irreducible and let A be a O-basis of CD. 
Let id*(A)EAut(X, @, A) be the opposition involution, as in (2.9.2). Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) id*(A) and w,(B) commute. 
(2) G,(e) is stable under id*(A). 
Proof. The proof follows from the following equivalences: 
( 1) e id*(A) and 8 commute o I and ( - I )-eigenspaces of 8 are id*(A)- 
stable o (2). 
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2.18. Note that in general w,(8) and id* need not commute. For 
example, if @ is of type A,, then 
is the index of an involution 8 E Aut(X, CD), but clearly Q,,(8) is not stable 
under id*. However, when CD is &normal, then the condition is satisfied. 
2.19. LEMMA. Let @, 0, A, and id* be as in (2.17). Zf @ is a O-normal, 
then QO(fl) is stable under id*. 
Proof: We first note that we may assume that id* #id. Then @ is of 
type A,, D2,+ ,(f 2 2) or &. We may also assume l!I* = id (if not, we would 
have 8* = id* and we are done). Now Q,(e) must be a union of irreducible 
components, whose Weyl groups contain -id. From the preceding 
remarks, it follows that Q,,(e) is a union of a number of irreducible com- 
ponents of type A i and at most one component of type D2, (12 2). 
If Q,(0) has an irreducible component of type D,, (I > 2), then @ is of 
type D2,+, (I 3 2) or E, and in both cases Q,(e) is stable under id*. So we 
may assume that QO(0) is of type A, x ... x A,. Say A,(8)= {LX,, . . . . ~1,). 
Then wO( 0) = s,, . . . s,, 
If the index of 0 would contain a subdiagram of the form 
then @ is not &normal; namely since 0 = -w,,(e) we have 
e(p+y)=s,(-p-y)= -p, hence /?+Y+B(/?+y)=rEG. 
It follows that the only possible indices of 8, with G,(e) of type 
A,x ..a x A, are 
A 21+1: -...v 
In this case a,,(e) is obviously stable under id*, which proves the result. 
2.20. From this proof it also follows that the indices of involutions 0 
with @ irreducible and B-normal and id* #id, 8* = id are 
A 21+1: -...v 
D z/+1: o-d- . . . +- 
< 
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3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CONJUGACY CLASSES 
OF INVOLUTORIAL AUTOMORPHISMSOF G 
3.1. A realizution of D(T) in G. Let T be a maximal torus of G. If 
M. E a(T), let X, be the corresponding one-parameter additive subgroup of 
G defined by CI. This is an isomorphism of the additive subgroup onto a 
closed subgroup U, of G, normalized by T, such that 
The X, may be chosen such that 
lies in NG( T) for all a E Q(T), as can be derived using a S&-computation. 
In that case we have 
x,(4).~,(---‘)xa(4)=av(4)n, (t E 0, 
where a” EX*(T) is the coroot of a. Moreover, n,. T is the reflection 
S,E W(T) defined by CI and nz=a”(-l)=t,, n-,=t,n,, t-,=t,. 
A family oCd..~~T~ with the above properties (3.1.1), (3.1.2) is called a 
realizalion of @i(T) in G. Similarly the set of root vectors X, = dx,( 1) E g, is 
called a realization of (P(T) in g. We then have Ad(t) X, = a(t) X, (t E T). 
For these facts see Springer [24, 11.21. If a, fl E Q(T) are linearly indepen- 
dent (i.e., c( # +/I) we have a formula: 
the product being taken in a preassigned order. The elements c,.P:i.i are 
called the structure constants of G for the given realization {x, 1 IE rgCTj. 
3.2. Let A be a basis of O(T). If w  E W(T) and w  = s,, . . s,, is a shortest 
expression of w, the ai being simple roots, then I+(W) = nc,, . . n,, E N,(T) is 
a representative of w  E W(T) in NJ T), depending only on MI and not on 
the choice of the shortest expression (see Springer [24, 11.2.91). There 
exists a realization (x~) cL~ et 7J such that 
d(w) x,(S) d(w) - I= X,.(,)( * 5) 
for a E Q(T), w  E W(T), t; E F, and 4 as above. Moreover all the structure 
constants are of the form n. 1 with n E Z. In particular, if a, DE @, 
a + fi E @, a - c/I E @, a - (c + l)/?$@, then c~,~;~, i= +(c + 1) and 
c,,p:1,Ic-..~/?:1,1 = -(c+ 1) 2. For more details see Springer [24, 11.3.61. 
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3.3. O-singular roots. Let T be a maximal torus of G and (x,},~@(~) a 
realization of Q(T) in G. If q5 E Aut(G) such that q5( T) = T, then there exists 
c,.) E F* such that for cl E F 
4(x,(5)) = X~,&.&)~ 
Now 4 is an involution if and only if 
(4 I T)* = id, and c,,~c~(~),+ = 1 for all a E Q(T). 
Let 8 E Aut(G) be an involution stabilizing T. Then a root CI E Q(T) is 
called &singular if O(a) = +a and 8 1 Z,((Ker M)“) # id. If O(E) = -a we say 
that a is real with respect to 8. If B(a) = a and a is O-singular, then CI is also 
called noncompact imaginary with respect to 8. In that case c,,@ = - 1, as 
follows also by a simple computation in SL,. If Q(a) = a and a is not 
e-singular, then c,,@ = 1. These roots are called compact imaginary with 
respect to 8. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let T be a e-stable maximal torus of G. Then Ti is a 
maximal O-split torus of G if and only if O(T) has no roots, which are non- 
compact imaginary with respect to 8, i.e., if and only if c,,& = 1 for all 
a E Q,(e). 
For a proof see [12] or [25]. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let T be a O-stable maximal torus of G, A a O-basis of 
Q(T) and write 0 = -O*w,(8) as in (2.8). Then for all t E npEdOcBj Ker(/3) 
such that O(t). t E Z(G) we have e*(a)(t) = a(t) for all a E Q(T). 
Proof: If t E fl~~~,,(~) Ker(D) such that e(t)t EZ(G), then O*(a)(t) = 
w,(O) a(O(t)-‘) = w,(8)(a)(t) = a(t)y(t) for some y E Span(A,(B)). Since for 
all BE Q,(O) we have B(t) = 1, it follows that B*(a)(t) = a(t). 
Note that among others all elements of T; satisfy the above conditions. 
3.6. DEFINITION. Let T be a maximal torus of G. An automorphism 8 of 
G of order < 2 is said to be normally related to T if t3( T) = T and T,- is a 
maximal B-split torus of G. 
3.7. THEOREM. Let Or, 8, E Aut(G) be such that 0: = 0: = id and assume 
O,, 8, are normally related to T. Then 8, and t12 are conjugate under Int(G) 
if and only if O,I T and 8, ) T are conjugate under W(T). 
Proof If t$ = Int(g) 8, Int( g-‘) for some g E G, then since all maximal 
8,-split tori are conjugate under G& and also all maximal tori containing 
them (see (1.5)) we may assume gENo(T). But then 0,) T and 021 T are 
conjugate under W(T), which proves the “only if” statement. 
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Assuming that 8 i 1 T and t&I T are conjugate under W(T), it then s&ices 
to consider the case that 0, ( T= f3? ( T. Henceforth we assume this and write 
8 for 8, ( T. By the isomorphism theorem (see Springer [24, 11.4.3]), there 
is a t E T such that 0, = 8, Int(t). 
Since 0: = 0% = id, we get Int(B( t) t) = id, so 0( t)t E Z(G). If a E Q,(0), 
then by (3.4) a is a compact imaginary root with respect to 8, as well as 8,, 
so in particular c,,(?, = c,,@~ = 1, which implies a(t) = 1. 
Let d be a e-basis of (9(T) and let d,(8), 2, be as in (2.6). If y E 2, and 
CC, fl E A, LX # /I, such that z(a) = x(b), then by (2.10) /I = e*(a). So by (3.5) 
we have a(t) = 8*(a)(t). 
For each y E a,, now take a E A such that y = n(a) = a 1 T; and choose 
u,ET; such that n(u,)=l for Ida,,, I#y and y(u;)=a(t). Let 
~=n.,,.~~,,u,. Then by (2.10) and (3.5) we find a(tu2)= 1 for all crud. So 
tu’~z(G) and it follows that Int(u) 8, Int(u’)=0,. This proves the 
result. 
3.8. COROLLARY. Let 8,) f12 E Aut(G) he as above. [f 0, ) T = 0, ) T, then 
there is t E T,- such that 0, = O2 Int( t). 
This follows from the proof of (3.7). 
3.9. DEFINITION. Let Y = (X, @, X”, Q,” ) be a root datum with CD a 
reduced root system and let 8 E Aut( Y) be an involution, Then 8 is called 
admissible if there exists a reductive algebraic group G with maximal torus 
T and an involution BE Aut(G, T) such that Y is isomorphic to 
(X*(T), Q(T), X,(T), @“(T)), 67 d in uces 8 on Y and such that T,- is a 
maximal &-split torus of G. If X is semisimple, then the indices of 
admissible involutions of Y shall be called admissible indices. 
3.10. Remark. Let G, T be as in (3.1). If eEAut(X*(T),@(T)) is an 
admissible involution, then by (1.6) se = @(T; ) is a root system with Weyl 
group W,(e)/ W,( 0) 2 W( T,- ). So if G is semisimple, then by (2.13) the 
W(Q)-conjugacy class of 0 corresponds bijectively with the isomorphism 
class of the index of 8. We have obtained the following result. 
3.11. THEOREM. Assume that G is semisimple and T is a maximal torus 
of G. Then there is a bijection of the set ,of Int(G)-conjugacy classes of 
involutorial automorphisms of G and the isomorphism classes of indices of 
admissible involutions of (X*(T), Q(T)). 
Proof: Since all maximal tori of G are conjugate under Int(G), every 
involutorial automorphism of G is conjugate to one which is normally 
related to T. The result follows now from Theorem 3.7, Lemma 2.13, and 
Remark 3.10. 
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3.12. e-normality of Q(T). For later use it is useful to note that an 
admissible involution 6 E Aut(X*( T), Q(T)) implies Q-normality of the root 
system: 
LEMMA. Let G, T be as in (3.1). rf0 E Aut(X*( T), Q(T)) is an admissible 
involution, then @(T) is O-normal. 
Proof By (3.4) it suffices to show that if CI E G(T) such that 0(cr) # c1 
and CI + (3(a) E Q(T), that then a + 8(cr) must be non-compact imaginary. 
This last statement follows immediately by choosing a realization 
K;adrT, of Q(T) in g such that 0(X,) = XBcaj and [X,, Xeca, J = Xor+s(crj. 
w~+w)= c&~a,~ x,1 = -Xm+B(w)r 
so a + 19(a) is non-compact imaginary. 
For this result see also Springer [25, 2.61. 
4. CLASSIFICATION OF ADMISSIBLE INVOLUTIONS 
We discuss here the classification of involutorial automorphisms of G. It 
is quite similar to the classification of real forms of a complex semisimple 
Lie algebra, as is carried out by Araki Cl]. See also Section 10. 
4.1. Lifting involutions of (X, @). In this section we assume G to be 
semisimple. Let T be a fixed maximal torus of G and write @ for Q(T), X 
for X*(T), W for W(T). Choose a realization of @ in G as in (3.2). To 
determine whether an involution 0~ Aut(X, @) is admissible we need to 
determine first whether it can be lifted; i.e., 
DEFINITION. An involution 0~ Aut(X, @) can be lifted if there is an 
involutorial automorphism 4 E Aut(G, T) inducing 8 on (X, a). 
Note that by the isomorphism theorem there always exists a possibly 
non-involutorial 4 E Aut(G, T), inducing 8 on (X, a). So by (3.3) 4 is 
involutorial if and only if c,.~c~(~),) = 1 for all a E @. Moreover, 8 is 
admissible if and only if its can be lifted to 4 E Aut(G, T) satisfying c~,~ = 1 
for all c1 E Go(e) (cf. (3.4)). On the other hand, it follows from the 
isomorphism theorem (see Springer [24, 11.4.31) that it also suffices to 
restrict to a basis of @: 
4.2. LEMMA. Let A be a basis of @‘, 19 E Aut(X, 0) an involution and 
4 E Aut(G, T) such that 4 1 T = 0. Then C$ is uniquely determined by the tuple 
k&A. 
This result is discussed in Seminaire C. Chevalley [7, 17-08, 17-093. 
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4.3. DEFINITION. Let A be a fixed basis of @. For any involution 
0~ Aut(X, cP) let 8, E Aut(G, T) denote the unique automorphism of G 
such that 
@A-%(5)) = X,(,,(4) forall aed, <EF. 
It follows now from a result of Steinberg [26, Th. 291 that c@,~~ = ) 1 for 
all c1 E CD and moreover, the constants csOd do not depend on the charac- 
teristic of the field of definition F. 
Summarizing, involutions of (X, @) which can be lifted, can be charac- 
terized as follows: 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let 0 E: Aut(X, CD) be an involution and A a basis of CD. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 6 can be lifted. 
(ii) There is a t E T such that 8, Int(t) is an involution. 
(iii) There is a t E T such that cgCxj,Od = a(O(t) t) for all a E A. 
(iv) There is a tE Tc such that cOClj,t)d=cx(t)for all CIE A. 
This result follows immediately from the definition of 8,, (4.2) and (3.3). 
Note that if t E T,+ such that 0, Int(t) is an involution, then, since 
C 3. Bd = +_ 1 for all c( E @, we have by (iv) that a(t4) = 1 for all c( E @, hence 
t”EZ(G). 
4.5 COROLLARY. Let 9~ Aut(X, @) be an involution and let A be a 
O-basis of c?. Then 0 is admissible if and only if there is a t E T such that 
(i) c~(~),~, = a(O(t) t) for all w. E A - do(O), 
(ii) a(t) = 1 for all a E A,(O). 
This follows from (4.4) and (3.4). 
4.6. PROPOSITION. Assume that G, T, X, and CD are as in (4.1). Whether 
an involution 0 E Aut(X, @) is admissible or not is independent of the field of 
definition F of G, if only char(F) # 2. 
Proof. An involution 8 E Aut(X, @) is admissible if for a fixed B-basis A 
of @, there is a t E T,+ such that the conditions (i) and (ii) of (4.5) are 
satisfied. But these conditions imply that t4 E Z(G), so this can be verified 
independently of F, if only char(F) # 2. 
4.7. The classification of conjugacy classes of involutorial auto- 
morphisms of G coincides now with the known classification over @. For G 
of adjoint type this comes down to the classification of real forms of a 
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semisimple Lie algebra over C, as is carried out by Araki [ 11. See also 
Sugiura [22, Appendix] for a simplification of this method. Different treat- 
ments of the classification of real semisimple Lie algebras can be found for 
instance in Cartan [6], Gantmacher [9] (simplified by Murakami [ 17]), 
Helgason [ 111, and Freudenthal and de Vries [S]. 
On the other hand, with the above results it is possible to give a sim- 
plification of Araki’s classification (see Cl]). We will sketch this in the 
remainder of this section. 
4.8. Reduction to restricted rank one. Let G, T, X, @ be as in (4.1). 
The restricted rank of an involution 0 E Aut(X, @) is defined as the rank 
of the set of restricted roots s-S. If A is a &basis of @, then the restricted 
rank of 8 is equal to [a,[. 
For each 1 E $-s such that $ +! g0 (i.e., II E &, see (2.15)), let @(A) denote 
the set of all roots /I E @ such that the restriction of /I to x0 is an integral 
multiple of 1. Then @(A) is a &stable closed symmetric subsystem of @ 
(See Bore1 and Tits [3, p. 711). Let X(n) denote the projection of X on the 
subspace of E = X*(T)@,lQ spanned by @(A). 
4.9. PROPOSITION. Let 9 E Aut(X, @) be an involution and A a e-basis of 
@. Then tI is admissible if and only if 6’1 X(1) E Aut(X(l), @(A)) is admissible 
for all d E 2,. 
This result is derived immediately from (4.5) (see also Satake [22]). 
4.10. Class$cation of involutions of restricted rank one. To determine 
the indices of involutions of restricted rank one we need a notion of 
irreducibility: 
DEFINITION. Let 0E Aut(X, @) be an involution and A a e-basis of @. 
An index S= (X, A, 6,, 0*) of 8 is called irreducible if A is not the union of 
two mutually orthogonal 8*-stable non-empty subsystems A, and A,. The 
index is called absolutely irreducible if A is connected. 
Clearly an absolutely irreducible index is irreducible. From (2.14) and 
(2.9) one easily now deduces: 
4.11. PROPOSITION. Let X be of adjoint type. Then there exist 17 types of 
absolutely irreducible indices of non-trivial involutions of (X, @) of restricted 
rank one and one type of restricted rank one, which is ireducible but not 
absolutely irreducible (see Table I). 
This result can also be found in Sugiura [22, Appendix, Prop. 41. 
4.12. To restrict this set of rank one indices Araki Cl] and Sugiura [22, 
Appendix] used the &normality of @ (see (3.12)). One can also exclude 
these indices with @ not B-normal, using the following results: 
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No. @ O-index Normal Admissible 
1 + + 
2 A, 0 + + 
3 A2 - - 
4 ‘43 0 c 0 + + 
5 A, + + 
9 (123) .-o-.,.-=0 + + 
IO 0 e = + + 
D, 
(124) 
13 E, o=f... + - 
15 -===-e--e - - 
F4 
16 -===a--c + + 
17 OS=30 - - 
G’z 
18 030 - - 
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LEMMA. Let X be of adjoint type, 8 E Aut(X, CD) an involution of restric- 
ted rank one, A a e-basis of CD and G, T, 0, as in (4.3). If )A - A,(e)1 = 1, 
then 8 is admissible if and only if 0, is an involution (i.e., cOCaJ,Bd = 1 for 
add-A,(8)). 
Proof. The “if” statement being obvious, assume 8 is admissible. By 
(4.5) there exists t E TB+ such that c~(~,,~, = a(t*) for all a E A -A,(8) and 
a(t) = 1 for all aE A,(8). So let CI E A -A,(8). It suffices to show that 
c~(~),~~ = 1 or equivalently a(t*)= 1. Since /A- do(e)1 = 1 we have 






so it follows from (4.5) that B(a)(t)=a(t)-‘. On the other hand, since 
te T,+ we have B(a)(t)=a(O(t)) = a(t), hence a(t*)= 1. This proves the 
result. 
4.13. Whether tId is an involution or not is a matter determined by 
structure constants. This can be seen as follows. 
Assume 0 E Aut(X, @) an involution of restricted rank one, A a B-basis 
and )A - A,(8)1 = 1. Let a E A -A,(8). Then e(a) = +,,(@(a). Since w,(B) 
is an involution in W,(e) we can write w,(8) = s,, . ..s.,, where 
aI, . . . . a,E QO(tI) are strongly orthogonal roots (i.e., for all i, j= 1, . . . . r we 
have ai &- aj $ Go(e)) (see, e.g., Helminck [ 121). To determine 8(a) we need 
to consider only those ai such that (a, aJ # 0. Note that if QO(fI) # 0, then 
we can choose ai such that (a, a,) # 0 and a1 E A,(8). Moreover, there are at 
most 4 strongly orthogonal roots ai such that (a, ai) #O (see 
Helminck [12] or Kostant [lS]). 
Choose a realization of @ in g as in (3.1) and for a, j? E @ let N,, E F 
denote the corresponding structure constant (i.e., [X,, X6] = N,@Xa +B). 
Let PI , . . . . fik be the set of those ai for which (a, ai) # 0. We can determine 
cO(arj,Bd now by applying 8, on the identity: 
=N-~,B,.N”~,(~“),~~...N~~,...S~,(-~).B~+,...N~~~-,...S~,(-~),B~XB(~). 
Note that it also follows from this identity that ce(Ij,ed depends only on the 
structure constants. We can characterize these restricted rank one indices 
now as follows: 
4.14. LEMMA. Let 8, A, tld, a and w0(8) =s,, ...s,~ be as in (4.13). Then 
8 is admissible if and only ifC;= 1 (a, a; ) is even. 
We give a proof for C;= r (a, a; ) = 1. The other cases are left to the 
reader. So assume I;=, (a, a; ) = 1. Say (a, a; ) = 1. Then 
[IX-., xm,l = N-cx,,,~eca~~ 
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Applying 8, on this identity gives: 
N -5(.x, ‘ce(,),oJ =Ne(-,,a =N,-.,,.,. 
Since N,-,,.,, = N,,-.,, it follows that c~,=,,~,= -1, hence 0 is not 
admissible. 
It is not hard to determine w,(B) as a product of strongly orthogonal 
roots (see, e.g., Helminck [12] or Kostant [15]). Here are two examples: 
4.15. EXAMPLES. (1) Assume 8 is of type 
n-l 
&--&..~& 
In this case 8 is admissible. One sees this as follows. Q,(e) is of type B,- 1 
and CI=CI,, where d = {tli, . . . . ol,} is a basis of 0 corresponding to the 
above diagram. So if n = 2, then w,(8) = sa2 and (a,, LX*) = 2. If n > 2, then 
let j, be the longest root of QO(0) with respect to d,(8) and let 
/L, . . . . /In-* E Go(e) be such that IX, PI, . . . . /I,- Z are strongly orthogonal. 
Now ub(e) = sx2sp, . . . S/jnm2, so CL=, (a, CL,” ) = 2 and 0 is admissible by 
(4.14). 
(2) Similarly as in (1) one shows that the involution 8 with index 
i j 4 ,,,S& 
is not admissible, because w,(B) contains s,] additional to the factors in (1). 
4.16. There remain still 2 indices in Table I, which do not satisfy the 
conditions in (4.13) and (4.14). However, in these cases one easily shows 
directly that the index is admissible. In summarizing, we have obtained the 
following result: 
THEOREM. Let X be of aa’joint type. The absolutely irreducible indices of 
non-trivial admissible involutions of (X, @) are the ones given in Table II. 
The irreducible, but not absolutely irreducible indices are the ones given in 
Table III. 
We added in these tables some extra information which will be explained 
and used in Section 7, 8. 
4.17. Passage to arbitrary G. The classification for arbitrary groups G 
now follows easily from the above results. It is only a matter of checking 
whether a lattice X is e-stable. Namely let CD be a reduced root system and 
let Q, resp. P, denote the root lattice, resp. weight lattice, of @. If 
0~ Aut(Q, @) is an admissible involution, then 8 induces a (unique) 
involution 0~ Aut(P, CD), which is also admissible by a result of Steinberg 
[27, 9.161. Now if X is any lattice such that Q c XC P, then 8 may be 
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TABLE III 
Type(t), f3 We,)) 4) 
Quadratic 
elements 
(4X4)(&,)0~2) &-c-...-+H;, 2 E, (j G 0 
(C,XC,)(&,) (123) &A-. .+& 2 8, (2jG 4 
El 
(Es x ‘5&Q El 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 2 
oc”coco ES 
(F4 x F&J &-.&.& 2 El 
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5. CONJUGACY CLASSES OF PAIRS OF COMMUTING 
INVOLUTORIAL AUTOMORPHISMS OF G 
In this section we characterize conjugacy classes of pairs of commuting 
involutorial automorphisms of G in a manner similar to that of Section 3. 
5.1. Let CT, 0 E Aut(G) be such that CT* = O* = id and ad = Oa. Let go, gs, 
go0 denote the Lie algebras of Gz, Gi, Gz8, respectively. Write (for 
t,y~= _+I) g(t,rl)= {~~gI~W)=O’, o(x)=rlX). Then, 
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g,=g(l, 1)0!3(1, -1); 
ge=g(l, l)Og(-Ll); 
!3,o=g(L 1)09(-L -1). 
Note that g is the direct sum of the g(c, q) (<, q = kl). 
5.2. DEFINITION. A torus A of G is called (a, f3)-split if A is CJ- and 
&split. A torus T of G, which is o- and @-stable shall be called (0, @)-stable. 
We then put T;yH= (t~TIa(t)=8(t)=t-I)‘. 
If G is an arbitrary reductive connected algebraic group and C-J, 6 #id, 
then non-trivial (CT, 8)-split tori of G need not exist. One sees this in the 
example of a direct product G = G, x G2, with Gr, G, (reductive) groups 
and cr(Gi)=Gi, B(G,)=G,(i=1,2), Q(;,=id, aj,,=id. 
In (5.10) we shall see that if G is simple and CT, 0 # id, then non-trivial 
(a, 8)-split tori exist. In fact we shall show an equivalent statement that if G 
has no (c, @-split tori, that then on each irreducible component of Q(T) 
we have (3 = id or 8 = id. Here T is a (0, B)-stable maximal torus of G. To 
do so we first prove some results on (0. f3)-stable tori. 
5.3. LEMMA. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) G contains no nontrivial (a, 8)-split tori. 
(b) Go,, contains no non-trivial a-split tori. 
(c) Gze = GO, n Gj. 
(d) g(-1, -l)=O. 
ProoJ (a) o (b) is clear from the observation that the (a, Q-split tori 
of G are precisely the a-split (or Q-split) tori of GO,,. 
(b) =S (c) follows immediately from (1.4) and (c) + (d) follows from 
(5.1). Finally (d) 3 (a) is immediate from the observation that the Lie 
algebra of a (a, @-split torus is contained in g( - 1, - 1). 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let a, 8 E Aut(G) be a pair of commuting involutorial 
automorphisms of G. If 8 # id, then there exists a maximal e-split torus of G, 
which is a-stable. 
Proof: Let A be a maximal (a, @-split torus of G. It suffices to show 
that Z,(A)/A contains a a-stable maximal Q-split torus. 
If A is already maximal e-split, we are done, so assume A is not maximal 
&split. Then passing to Z,(A)/A, we may assume that G has no (a, @-split 
tori and 0 # id. Now 8 1 GO, # id, because if Gz c Gz then using (5.3) we get 
g(l, -l)=g(-I, -l)=O, whence gs=g, contradicting Bfid. Let S be a 
maximal e-split torus of GO,. Then, since G has no non-trivial (a, @-split 
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tori, the same holds for Z,(S)/,% In other words, S is a a-stable maximal 
&split torus of G. This proves the result. 
5.5. COROLLARY. There exists a maximal torus of G, which is (o,0)- 
stable. 
Proof: Let T be a a-stable maximal torus of Z,(A), where A is a 
a-stable maximal e-split torus of G. Then by (1.5) T is also o-stable, hence 
the result. 
5.6. Let T be a (0, Q-stable maximal torus of G, denote by 
Y = (X*(T), Q(T), X,(T), @ ” (T)) the corresponding root datum and write 
A = Tz8 (For the moment we do not yet assume that A is a maximal 
(a, @-split torus of G). Using the notations of (2.2) we have the following 
identifications: 
LEMMA. Let T, Y, Q, 8 and A be as above. Then 
(i) X,(o, W= {xEX*(T)IX(A)= I>; 
(ii) $g,s = @(A); 
(iii) W,(~,~)={WEW(T)(W(A)=A} and W,(~,~)={WEW(T)I 
w(A=id}, 
(iv) W(A) z W,(a, ~~)/W,,(CJ, 0) z l?‘O,B. 
Proof (i) Note first that X,(a) = {x E X*(T) 1 x( T; ) = 1 }. Let 
x E X*(T) be such that x(A) = 1. If t E T;, then writing t = t, . tZ, where 
tlE-4 tzE(T,-)$, it follows that x(t) = x(0(t)), whence x - e(x) E X,,(o). 
But then x-e(x) = o(x - e(x)); in other words, x E X,(0,0). On the other 
hand, if 2 E X,,(o, e), then I- e(x) E X0(o), so for all t E A: 
10) = w(t) = wh 
hence x(A) = 1. This proves (i). 
As for (ii), we only note that the roots of G with respect to the adjoint 
action of A on g are exactly the restrictions of Q(T) to A. 
(iii) follows from the fact that A = {t E TI x(t) = 1 for all x E Xo(a, e)}. 
Finally, using (iii), the proof of (iv) is as in Richardson [20, 4.11. 
5.7. Assume G does not contain a non-trivial (a, @-split torus and let T 
be a (c, Q-stable maximal torus of G. 
LEMMA. X*(T) = X,(0, e), @(T) = @,,(cr, 0). In particular if x E .I’*( T), 
o(x) = -1 and 0(x) = -1, then x = 0. 
Proof Since G has no (a, @-split tori T; B = {e}, hence by (5.6), 
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X*(T) = X0(0, (3) and Q(T) = QP,(a, 0). But for X0(0, 0) the second asser- 
tion follows immediately. 
5.8. PROPOSITION. Let (G, T) be as in (5.7). Zf aE Q(T), then o(a) = a, 
gx=gc or Q(a)=a, h.=cb 
Proof. Let C(E @i(r) and let O#.%‘,E~, denote a root vector. Since G 
has no ((T, 8)-split tori, we have g( - 1, - l)=O, by (5.3). So 
(1 -a)(1 -0)X,=0, whence 
x, - 0(X,) - QX,) + d(X,) = 0. 
Now ‘J&x,) E go(z), CJ(X~)E~,,,) and &(Xz)EgoBCzJ. It follows that if 
B(a) # a, o(a) # a, we must have 00(a) = a. Since X*(T) = X0(“, 0) we have 
x = CI - a(a) = a - e(a). But then a(x) = -x = Q(x), so, by (5.7) x‘= 0. This 
is a contradiction. hence the assertion has been shown. 
5.9. PROPOSITION. Let (G, T) be as in (5.7) and fet CD, c Q(T) = @,,(o, 0) 
be an irreducible component. Then o ) @, = id or 8 I @, = id. 
Proof. Let d be a basis of QI. Assume G / @I #id and Q I@, # id. Then 
there are a, PEA such that a(a)=a, a(/?)#fl, B(a)#a, tI(fi) =fl. Since 
@I is irreducible, there is a string of simple roots c(, = a, a,, . . . . a, = /3 
connecting c( and 8. Moreover, we can choose a, /?E A such that 
o(a,)=O(ai)=a, for i=2 ,..., r- 1. Now y=a,+ ... +a,.E@,, while 
a(y) # y, e(y) # y, which contradicts (5.8). 
From (5.8) and (5.9) we conclude: 
5.10. COROLLARY. If @(G, T) is irreducible and o # id, 8 # id, then 
non-trivial (a, Q-split tori exist. 
5.11. COROLLARY. Let A be a maximal (0, tI)-split torus of G and A 1 
resp. A, maximal a-split resp. O-split tori of Z,(A). Then A, and A, 
commute. 
Proof We may assume G = Z,(A). If 1, = (A, n (G, G))’ (i= 1, 2), then 
it suffices to show that A, and A, commute in (G, G). But this follows 
from (5.9). 
5.12. LEMMA. All maximal (a, Q-split tori of G are conjugate under 
(Go n Go)‘. 
Proof Let A I, A, be maximal (c, Q-split of G. Since A, and A, are 
also maximal o-split tori of GzB, they are conjugate under (GO,,)O, = 
(Go A Go)‘. 
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5.13. PROPOSITION. There exist (a, @-stable maximal tori of G such that 
T;, is a maximal (a, Q-split torus of G, T; is a maximal a-split torus of G, 
and T; is a maximal B-split torus of G. Moreover, all such maximal tori of G 
are conjugate under (G, n GO)‘. 
Proof Let A be a maximal (a, @-split torus of G and A, (resp. A,) a 
maximal a-split (resp. O-split) torus of Z,(A). Since A, and A, commute 
(see (5.1 l)), the first assertion follows by taking a (a, 8)-stable maximal 
torus T of Z,(A,AJ. 
If T is another maximal torus of G satisfying the above condtions, then 
by (5.12) we may assume that A = T;@= F&. Moreover, passing to 
Z,(A)/A, we may also assume that G has no nontrivial (a, @)-split tori. But 
then TiO and T;@ are maximal a&split tori of G, hence by (1.5) there exists 
g E G”,@ such that gTg-’ = T Since Gze = (G, n G,)’ (see (5.3)) the result 
follows. 
The notion “normally related” is defined as in the case of one involution 
(see (3.6)): 
5.14. DEFINITION. If (a, 0) is a pair of commuting involutorial 
automorphisms of G and T is a maximal torus of G, then (a, 0) is said to 
be normally related to T if a(T) = e(T) = T and TL~, T;, T,- are maximal 
(a, O)-split, a-split, B-split tori of G, respectively. 
Note that in this case both a and 0 are also normally related to T. 
Moreover, using (5.9) on Z,( T;,) it follows that Q(T) has an order which 
is simultaneously a a- and O-order. This will be used to represent such 
a pair of commuting involutions of (X*(T), G(T)) by a diagram (see 
Section 7). 
5.15. DEFINITION. Two pairs of involutorial automorphisms (a,, 0,) 
and (a*, 0,) of G are isomorphic if there exists a gE G such that 
Int( g) a1 Int( g-‘) = a1 and Int( g) 8, Int( g-‘) = 8,. The family of all pairs 
of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G will be denoted by 9 and 
the set of isomorphism classes in F by %‘. 
Note that we only consider isomorphisms of ordered pairs of commuting 
involutions of G. We could also allow isomorphisms which map ai onto O2 
and 0, onto a*. Such an isomorphism identifies the isomorphism classes of 
(ai, 0,) and (0,) a,). However, when passing from pairs of commuting 
involutions to symmetric spaces (see Section 9) it is more convenient to 
work with ordered pairs, because the pairs (6, a) and (a, 0) will correspond 
to dual symmetric spaces. 
An identification of the isomorphism classes in F under the action of the 
group of outer automorphisms of G will be discussed in Section 9. 
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5.16. THEOREM. Let (a,, (3,) and (a,, 0,) he pairs of commuting 
involutorial automorphisms of G, normally related to T. Then (oI, 0,) 1 T and 
(02, 0,) 1 T are conjugate under W(T) if and only if there exists E E T;, with 
c2 E Z(G) such that (02, 0,) is isomorphic to (CT,. 8, Int(s)). 
Proof. We may assume that a,IT=o,(T=a and 0,1T=8,1T=t3. By 
the proof of (3.7) we see that after conjugation with a suitable element of T, 
we may assume that (T, = q2. Since 19,] T = O2 1 T, there exists t E T; such 
that Oz = 8, Int(t) (see (3.8)). Write t = t, t2 where t E (T;),’ and t, E T;,. 
Taking c E (T,;),f such that c2 = t,, we obtain Int(c) 19, Int(c)-’ = 
e2 Int(c-*) = 8, Int(t,) and Int(c) (TV Int(c))’ = r~,. Since t, E T;, and 
tfEZ(G) we are done. 
5.17. For a torus S of G we call the elements s E S for which s2 E Z(G) 
quadratic elements of S. We can again define a notion of admissibility: 
5.18. DEFINITION. Let T be a maximal torus of G. A pair of commuting 
involutorial automorphisms (c, 0) of (X*( T), Q(T)) is said to be admissible 
(with respect to G) if there exists a pair of commuting involutorial 
automorphisms (5, 8) of G, normally related to T and such that 8 I T = o, 
81 T=8. 
5.19. Let V(T) denote the set of W(T)-conjugacy classes of ordered 
pairs of commuting involutions of (X*(T), Q(T)). 
By (5.13) and the conjugacy of the maximal tori of G it follows that 
every pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G is isomorphic to 
one normally related to T, so we have a natural map 
p:%?+%‘(T). 
Denote the image of p by a(T) and the fiber above ~((a, 0)) by %?(a, 0). 
We note that I%(T) is nothing other than the set of W(T)-isomorphism 
classes of admissible pairs of commuting involutions of (X*(T), Q(T)). 
We now have the following result: 
5.20. THEOREM. Let T be a maximal torus of G. There is a bijection 
between the W(T)-conjugacy classes of admissible pairs of commuting 
involutions of (X*( T), Q(T)) and the sets %(o, 0) in V. 
5.21. Remarks. (i) As in the case of single involutorial 
automorphisms, the classes in a(T) will be represented by diagrams 
((c, 8)-indices; see Section 7). To show that these diagrams are independent 
of the choice of the (a, O)-basis we will need some properties of the 
restricted root system and Weyl group of a maximal (a, 8)-split torus A of 
G. This will be treated in the next section. 
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(ii) We denote the subset of 9 consisting of all pairs of commuting 
involutions, whose isomorphism classes are contained in +?(a, 0) by 
Y(a, 0). For (a, 8)~s and a maximal (a, @)-split torus A of G let 
&(6, 0) = {(a, 8 Int(s)) (6 E A, s2 E Z(G)]. It follows from (5.16) that any 
pair in S(o, 0) is isomorphic to a pair (0, 0 Int(a))E&(b, 0). So the 
classes in @(a, 0) can be represented by a set of quadratic elements of A. 
We will show in (8.2) that we can restrict ourselves to the action of N,(A) 
on sA(b, 0). In order to show that this action of N,(A) on FA(a, 0) can be 
split in an action of W(A) on YA(cr, e) and an action of Z,(A) on FA(a, O), 
we will need to have a kind of standard pair (a, 0) E FA(a, 0) with the 
property that every w  E W(A) has a representative in (G, E GO)‘. This will 
be defined in (6.11). 
(iii) If (6, 0) E 8, A a (a, Q-split torus of G and E E A, s2 E Z(G), then 
the pairs (a, f3 Int(s)) and (a Int(.s), 0) are isomorphic. Namely, take CEA 
such that c2 = E. Then conjugating by Int(c) gives the desired isomorphism. 
6. THE RESTRICTED ROOT SYSTEM OF (a,0) 
AND STANDARD PAIRS 
6.1. Let (0, 0) be a pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G 
and A a non-trivial maximal (0, @-split torus of G. 
In this section we shall prove that O(A) is a root system in the vector 
space X*(A)@, R and that the corresponding Weyl group is W(A). Since 
A is also a maximal a-split torus of GzB (see (5.3)), we already know, by 
(1.6), that @(A, GO,,) is a root system. The relations between O(A) and 
@(A, Gz,) will be treated and moreover, we shall show that there exists a 
pair (c,(3) E~~(c, 0) for which the Weyl groups of @(A) and @(A, GO,,) 
coincide. In particular in this case every WE W(A) has a representative in 
(G, n G,)‘. This will be used for the classification of those quadratic 
elements of A, which represent an isomorphism class in %(a, 0). 
6.2. Let T be a (cr, 8)-stable maximal torus of G and let A = TiB. For 
the moment we do not yet assume that A is a maximal (a, O)-split torus of 
G. This will only be needed to obtain all the reflections in W(A) (see 
(6.11)). 
For AE@(A) let g(A, A) be the corresponding root space. Since 
d(A) = A, we have &(g(A, A)) = &4, A). Put 
gu, A):~ = (XE 64 4 I 4x) = ~7, 
m f (A, o0) = dim, g(A, A),‘,, 
@(T, A)= {ad(T)IaIA=A}, 
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and 
m(l)=dim,g(A, A)=m+(;l, a@)+m-(1, a@)= \@(T, A)\. 
6.3. DEFINITION. For IIc @(A) call m(R) the muitiplicity of L and 
(m +(A, ae), m-(A, 00)) the signature of /2. 
6.4. Remark. If a E A is a quadratic element and ;1~ @(A) is such 
that A(a)= -1, then m-(A, a@) = m+(J, &? Int(a)) and m+(l, &) = 
m-(& ae Int(a)). 
Whether a root of @(A) is contained in @(A, Gjj,) can be detected from 
its signature: 
6.5. LEMMA. Let ,I E @(A), then R E @(A, Gz,) g and only $ 
m’(%, d)>O. 
6.6. Quadratic elements of A with respect to a basis of @(A). Let A be a 
(g, Q-basis of Q(T) and let J0,o denote the restricted basis of (2.2). Since 
the elements of a,,, are linearly independent (see (2.3)) and they generate 
X*(Ad(A)), it follows that for every AEJ~,~ there exists Y~EX,(A) such 
that (;L, y,.,> =S1.;., for ;C, 1’~ a,,,. 
For % E a,,, put ~~.=y~(-l). Then s:=y>(-l)yl(-l)=y,(+l)=e, 
hence Ej, is a quadratic element of A. If Q(T) has a (a, @-basis, which is 
simultaneously a g- and e-basis, then we can describe sl also in terms of 
one-parameter subgroups of X,(T) (for this see Section 8). 
6.7. LEMMA. Let A be a (a, 8)-basis of G(T). There exists E E A with 
c2 = e such that for 2 E a,,, 
m+(A, aeInt(s))>mP(A, oeInt(&)). 
In particular we then have: 6,,e c @(A, G$,r,tcC,). 
ProoJ: Taking E to be the product of those Ed, AE~,,~, for which 
m’(A, 00) <m-(2, ae), the result follows from (6.4) and (6.6). 
Let E = X*(T) @+ IR’ and let EL, be the common ( - 1)-eigenspace of CT 
and 0 in E. Take a positive definite u, 0 and W( T)-invariant inner product 
(. , .) in E. We identify W(A) with ‘t I s image in GL(E; 8) and, for A E @(A), 
let s2 E GL(E&,) denote the reflection in the hyperplane E;,(1) = 
(xEE,$~(x,~)=O}. So s;(x)=x-22(,$x)(2, A))‘/2. If A is a maximal 
(a, @-split torus of G, then, by (1.6), @(A, GzO) is a root system. Hence for 
every 1~ @(A) with m+(%, ae) #O, there exists a reflection sd in W(A). 
Combining this with (6.7) we obtain: 
6.8. LEMMA. Let A be a maximai (a, B)-split torus of G. If A is not 
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central, then N,(A) # Z,(A ). In particular for every 1 E @(A) there exists 
n E N,(A) whose image in W(A) is sl. 
ProoJ The first statement readily follows from the above remark and 
the second statement follows from this by considering Z,((Ker A)“), in 
which A is not central. Then any no N,(A)nZ,((Ker 1)‘) such that 
n$Z,JA), represents the reflection s1 in W(A). 
Now that we have constructed the reflections in W(A), we can follow the 
proof of Springer [24, 9.1.91 to show: 
6.9. LEMMA. (i) W(A) is generated by the reflections si, 1 E @(A); 
(ii) Zf 1 E @(A) and x EX*(A) then 2(1, A-‘)(A, x) E Z. 
(See also Richardson [20, 4.53.) 
For 1 E @(A) now define the dual root as the unique 1” EXJA) such 
that (x, 2” ) = 2(1, A-‘)(& x) E Z for all x E X*(A) (i.e., sI(x) = 
x - (x, I ” ) 1). Then denoting the set of dual roots by @ ” (A) we have 
proved: 
6.10. PROPOSITION. Let A be a non-central maximal (0, @-split torus of 
G. Then the quadruple (X*(A), @(A), X,(A), @“(A)) is a root datum in the 
sense of (2.1). In particular @(A) is a root system in the subspace E’ of 
X*(A) Oz R spanned by @(A) and its Weyl group is given by the restriction 
of W(A) to E’. 
Put @(A)‘= (~Q(A)~+A+@(A)}. 
6.11. Standard pairs. For the remaining part of this section we assume 
A to be maximal (0, 0)-split and non-central. In order to have the Weyl 
group of A acting on the quadratic elements in a family FA(a, 0) we need 
representatives in (G, n G,) ‘. In case the Weyl groups of @(A) and 
@(A, GO,,) coincide, this condition is satisfied, because every element of 
W(A, GO,,) has a representative in CC”,,)“, = (G, n Gg)‘. This leads to the 
following definition: 
DEFINITION. A pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms ((T, 19) 
of G is called a standard pair if m ‘(A, ~0) > m-(l, oe) for any maximal 
(a, 8)-split torus A of G and any d E @(A)‘. 
6.12. LEMMA. Let a, 8 and A be as in (6.11) and let a(A) be a basis 
of @(A). If m+(&oO)>m-(A, 00) for any ,l~d(A), then m*(l,&)= 
m*(w(l), 00) for any J E @(A), w  E W(A). Zn particular (0, f3) is a standard 
pair. 
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Proof: Since d(A) is a basis of @(A) and @(A, GO,,), their Weyl groups 
coincide. By (1.6) every w  E W(A, GO,,) has a representative in 
(G”,,)“, = (G, n G,)‘, so we get m+(w(A), at?) = m+(lZ, ~0) for any J. E @(A), 
w  E W(A). However, since also m(w(A)) = m(A) for any A E O(A), w  E W(A), 
we have m- (w(A), a@) = m ~ (A, o(I), which proves the first statement. 
Finally, observing that for any 1 E @(A)‘, there exists MI E W(A) such that 
w(A) E d(A), the result is a consequence of (5.12). 
Using (6.7) this lemma implies immediately: 
6.13. THEOREM. Every family 9(a, 0) contains a standard pair. 
We shall see later, as a consequence of the classification, that the 
standard pair in 9(a, ) is unique up to isomorphism. 
6.14. Note that if G is of adjoint type and (a, O), (a, 8 Int(r)) (EEA, 
E’ = e) are standard pairs in &(a, O), then E is a product of a number of 
the E;. (A E d(A)), where a(A) is a basis of O(A) and E>. is as defined in (6.6) 
(see also (8.11)). But since both pairs are standard we must have 
m+(A,aBInt(s))>,m-(l,af?Int(s)) and m+(l,aB)>mP(I,aO) for all 
AE a(A). It follows that E is a product of those E; for which 
m+ (A, afJ) = mP (A, &I) (see also (6.4)). Thus, in order to show that the 
standard pair (a, 0) is unique up to isomorphism we need to show that 
(a, 0 Int(s,)) and (a, 0) are isomorphic if m+(lZ, CO) = m-(1,&). This will 
be proved in (8.14). 
6.15. COROLLARY. Let (a, 0) be a standad pair. Then any w E W(A) has 
a representative in (G, n GO)‘. 
6.16. COROLLARY. Let (a, f3) be a pair of commuting involutorial 
automorphisms of G (not necessarily standard) and A a maximal (a, Q-split 
torus of G. Then any M’E W(A) has a representative in N,;(A) as well as in 
&$A 1. 
Proof. By (6.7) there exists an E E A, ~~ = e such that (a, 0 Int(s)) is a 
standard pair. Since (a, 8 Int(e)) is isomorphic to (a Int(s), 8) (see 
(521(i))) the result follows from (6.15). 
6.17. If (a, 0) is a pair of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G, 
normally related to a maximal torus T, then by (1.6) both FO and G, are 
root systems with Weyl groups PO = W(T;) and I?“, = W( T; ), respec- 
tively. Now if A =-TcB, then we can see @(A) = 8C,e also as the set of 
restricted roots of Ge with respect to a (or of G’, with respect to 0). Now 
(6.16) implies that we can choose representatives in W(T), commuting with 
8 (resp. a). So together with (2.7) we have obtained: 
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6.18. PROPOSITION, Let (0, 0) E F be normally related to T and identify 
W(T;,), W(Ti) and W( T;) with pC,e, PO, and pg, respectively. Then 
@OS0 2 F; E Vz, where I?$ and V, are as defined in (2.7). 
7. CLASSIFICATION OF ADMISSIBLE PAIRS 
OF COMMUTING INVOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall classify the isomorphism of admissible pairs of 
commuting involutions. To do this we shall first show that this 
classification can be obtained from the classification of single admissible 
involutions (see Section 4), by use of a simple (combinatorial) condition on 
a (a, 8)-basis of @. Moreover, the pair of isomorphism classes (0, 0) and 
(0, 0) can be represented by a diagram. 
We fix a maximal torus T of G and write Qi for Q(T), X for X*(T) and 
W for W(T). Let (0, 0) E Aut(X, CD) be a pair of commuting involutions. 
7.1. A strong (a, 8)-order on @. 
DEFINITION. A (CJ, 8)-order > on @ is called a strong (a, 8)-order if it is 
simultaneously a C- and e-order of CD. A basis of @ with respect to a strong 
(a, Q-order will be called a strong (cr, Qbasis. 
A strong (0, Q-order does not always exist. Another way to characterize 
such an order is given in the following result: 
7.2. PROPOSITION. Let (a, 0) be a pair of commuting involutions of 
(X, @). The following are equivalent: 
(1) @ has a strong (0, 0)-order; 
(2) ~~(0, e) = C(U) u we); 
(3) for each irreducible component G1 of @,,(a, 0) we have CT (Q1 = id 
or 01@, =id. 
ProoJ: (2) 3 (1) is obvious, namely if QO(o, 0) satisfies this condition, 
then QO(o, 0) has a strong (a, @-order, which we can extend to a strong 
(0, @-order on Qi by choosing an arbitrary order on $C,s. Assume > is a 
strong (0, @-order on @ and let @+ be the set of positive roots with 
respect to this order. Now the induced order on Qo(a, 0) is also a strong 
(a, @-order of @,,(o, 0). Suppose that there is a E @+ n @Ja, 0) such that 
a(a)#a#e(a). Then a>O, -a(a)>O, -8(a)>O, ae(a)>O. Hence 
0 = a - a(a) - B(a) + &(a) > 0, a contradiction. 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) is proved in the same way as in (5.9). 
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7.3. Remark. If (a, 0) is an admissible pair of commuting involutions, 
then it follows from (5.9) that CD has a strong (a, O)-basis. These 
involutions satisfy even a stronger condition, as follows from the next 
results: 
7.4. LEMMA. Let (0, e) be an admissible pair of commuting involutions qf 
(X, @) and A a strong (a, O)-basis of @. Write O= -O*w,(O) as in (2.8). 
Then fpO(o) n Q,,(Q) is invariant under wO( 0). 
Proof Since @JO) is a-stable and cr is admissible it follows by (3.12) 
that Qs,(0) is a-normal. The result follows now from Lemma 2.19 and 
Remark 2.9. 
7.5. LEMMA. Let (a, 0), A be as in (7.4). Then 0, w,(O) and O* commute. 
Prooj Since O* and w,(O) commute it suffices to show that (T and 
w,(O) commute. For this we show that aw,(O)cr(@,(O)+)=@,(O)-. 
Let aE@JO)+. If a E QO(0) n Go(c) then ow,(O) a(a) = a(w,(O)(a)) = 
~b(~)(co E @o(O) -. 
If a E aO(0) - (Q,(O) n Go(a)), then C(CX)E QO(0)), cr(a) 4 @JO) n GO(o). 
On the other hand, by (7.4) we also have w,(O) ah@,,+, 
u’,(O) a(a) 4 Q,(O) n @,(a), which implies aw,(O) a(a) E QO(0)-. It follows 
that (T and w,(O) commute, hence we are done. 
7.6. LEMMA. Let (a, 0), A be as in (7.4). Then w,,(o) and O* commute. 
Proof. Since, by (7.5), @,Ja) is O*-stable, we have O*w,(a) O*(QO(o)‘) 
= Qo(a)-, hence O*w,(a) O* = wJG). 
Summarizing (7.4), (7.5) (7.6) we have obtained the following result: 
7.7. THEOREM. Let (a, 0) be an admissible pair of commuting involutions 
of (.?I’, @) and A a strong (a, O)-basis of CD. Then w,(O), w,(a), O* and U* 
mutually commute. 
7.8. Remark. Note that for the proof of this result it is only needed that 
@ has a strong (a, O)-order and that @ is both (T- and O-normal. Under 
these conditions it is also possible to prove that 8,. e is a root system with 
Weyl group IVO,H. 
7.9. DEFINITION. A pair of commuting involutions (0, 0) of (X, @) is 
called basic if @ has a strong (0, $)-basis A for which w,(O), wO(o), G* and 
O* mutually commute. 
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These basic pairs of commuting involutions suffice to obtain all the 
admissible pairs of commuting involutions of (X, CD). We still need a 
characterization of the roots in d lying above a restricted root in 6,.,. 
7.10. LEMMA. Let (a, 13) be a basic pair of commuting involutions of 
(X, @) and let A be a strong (a, 0)-basis of @. If a, /I E A such that a # /I and 
x(a) = z(b) # 0, then a equals 0*(B) or a*(/?) or a*e*(B). 
Proof Let V be the subspace of X*(T) 0 z R spanned by @ (see (2.1)). 
Arguing as in (2.10) we obtain 
a + O*(a) + a*(a) + a*d*(a) = /I + e*(p) + a*@) + a*O*(p) + 6 
with 6 E Span A,(a, 0). From this we deduce, as in (2.10), that 6 = 0 and a 
equals e*(p) or a*(/?) or 0*0*(p). 
7.11. THEOREM. Let (a, 0) be a pair of commuting involutions of (X, @). 
Then (a, 0) is admissible if and only if (a, 0) is basic and both a and 8 are 
admissible. 
Proof This result is proved by using more or less the same arguments 
as in (3.7). If (a, 0) is admissible, then both a and 0 are admissible 
involutions and also (a, 0) is basic by (7.7). So it suffices to show the “if” 
statement. 
Assume (a, 0) is basic and a, 13 are admissible involutions of (X, @). Let 
~&l..,(T) be a realization of @ in G as in (3.1) and let 6, BE Aut(G, T) be 
involutions inducing a resp. 8 on (X, CD). Since both a and z induce atI 
on (X, @) it follows from the isomorphism theorem (see Springer 
[24, 11.4.31) that there is a t E T such that ;ie=% In(t). If a E Qo(a, 0) 
then, since @,,(a, 6?)= Go(e) u @,,(a), we have by (3.4) c,.~=c,(,,J= 1 or 
c,*~ = cO(,),, = 1. But then 
C,,UCtqa),c7 = CuiCa(a),u, 
which implies a(t) = 1. 
Let A be a strong (a, 8)-basis of @ and write _ a= -a*w,(a), 
f3= -8*w0(0) with respect to A (see (2.8)). Since t%g= 5 Int(t) is an 
involution, we get Int(a(t) t) = id, hence a(t) t E Z(G). Similarly we get 
Qt)tEZ(G). It follows now from (3.5) that for any aE CD we have 
a(t) = O*(a)(t) = a*(a)(t) = a*O*(a)(t). 
If y E Jo,@ and a, fi E A, a # p such that x(a) =x(p) = y, then it follows from 
(7.10) that p=a*(a) or e*(a) or a*e*(a). Similarly as in (3.7), now take, 
for each y E 6,. e, an a E A such that y = z(a) and choose u, E T;, such that 
n(u,)= 1 for il~J@, A#y and y(u;)=a(t). Take u=~,,~~~,~u.,. Then by 
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(7.10) and (3.5) we find a(tu4) = 1 for all c1 E A. So tu4 E Z(G) and it follows 
that Int(u)-’ 6 Int(u)%= %Int(u)-’ 6 Int(u). 
It remains to show that T;@ is a maximal (a, %)-split torus of G. This 
follows immediately from the fact that d> has a strong (a, %)-order. Namely 
@Jcr, %) is the root system of Z,(T;,) and from (7.2.(3)) it follows that 
Z,( T;,)/T;, contains no non-trivial (a, %)-split torus, what proves the 
result. 
7.12. Related involutions of (X, @). Whether two involutions (T and 8 of 
(X, @) are basic or not can be detected from their indices. To show this we 
need besides conditions to assure that 0, %*, ~‘~(0) and We commute, 
also an order on @, which is simultaneously a o- and %-order. 
DEFINITION. Two involutions 0, 0 of (X, Qb) (not necessarily com- 
muting) are said to be related if @ has a basis A, which is simultaneously a 
C- and %-basis of @. In this case A is called the relating basis of @ (relative 
to (0, 0,). 
Note that if (T, 0 are related involutions, for which cr*, %*, w,(B) and 
u)“(a) commute, then also 0 and 8 commute, so (a, 0) is basic. Analogously 
to (2.11) we can define an index for a related pair of involutions of (X, @): 
7.13. (a, %)-indices. Assume that X is semisimple. 
For a pair of related involutions (a, 0) of (X, @) and a relating basis A 
of @, call the sextuple (X, A, A,(o), do(%), a*(A), %*(A)) an index of ((T, %) 
(or (a, %)-index). This (a, %)-index determines both cr and 0. If ((T, 0) 
is basic (resp. admissible) then we call this also a basic (resp. admis- 
sible) (a, %)-index. Two indices (X, A, A,(o,), A,(%,), a:(A), %:(A)) and 
(X A’, A;(az), Ab(%z), az*(A’), %:(A’)) are said to be isomorphic if there is a 
M’E IV(@), which maps (X, A, A,(a,), A,(%,)) onto (X, A’, Ab(cr,), A;(%,)) 
and which satisfies 
w%:(d)n~~‘=%~(A’) and WC:(A) w’ = a:(A’). 
7.14. Remarks. ( 1) The above index of (c., %) determines the indices of 
both 0 and 0 and vice versa. When D and 0 commute, then this definition 
of (a, %)-index is an extension of the definition of the Satake diagram 
corresponding to the action of f = (id, -0, -0, a%} on (X, @). In our 
situation we have additional actions of u and 0 on QO(o, %). 
(2) We can make a diagrammatic representation of the (a, %)-index 
by colouring black those vertices of the ordinary Dynkin diagram of @, 
which represent roots in A,(a) u A,(%), and by giving the vertices of 
A,(a)u do(%) which are not in A,,(o) n A,(%) a label (T or 0 if o(cr)#cc or 
%(a) # c(, respectively. The actions of (T* and %* are indicated by arrows. As 
in (2.12) we again omit the actions of o*, %* on X,(a), X,(O), respectively. 
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Here is an example with @ of type A,: 
This (0, 8)-index is obtained by gluing together the indices 
a* 
of CJ resp. 0 with the above recipe. Note that such a diagram represents the 
indices of both (a, 0) and (0, r~). 
(3) If 0, 8 are related involutions of (X, @), then they need not com- 
mute. One can easily see this in the following example of a (a, 8)-index, 
where @ is of type A,: 
From (7.2) we see that 0 and 8 cannot commute. 
(4) An index of (a, 0) may depend again on the choice of the (a, e)- 
basis of @. Similarly to (2.13) we can prove: 
7.15. PROPOSITION. Assume X is semisimple and let (a, 0) be an 
admissible pair of commuting involutions of (X, @). Let A, A’ be strong 
(a, e)-bases of@. Then (X, A, do(a), A,(B),o*(A), O*(A)) and (X, A’, Ah(a), 
4,(e), o*(A’), e*(4) are isomorphic. In particular there is a bijection 
between the W-isomorphism classes of admissible pairs of commuting 
involutions of (X, @) and the isomorphism classes of indices of basic pairs of 
admissible involutions of (X, 0). 
Proof Since r; corresponds to the Weyl group of Go,@ (see (6.18)), 
there is by (2.5) a unique element w  E V(C, 0) such that w(A) = A’. Since 
w E W;(O, 0) we have w(AO(a, 0)) = Ab(a, 8) and w(A,JB)) = A;(O). But 
by (7.2) Ado, ‘3 = A,(a) u A,(@, so w  maps (X, A, do(o), A,(B)) onto 
(x, A’, 4,(a), 4,(e)). 
Similarly, as in the proof of (2.13), one shows now that w  satisfies 
we*(A) w-’ = O*(A’) and WC*(A) w-l =a*(A’), which proves the first 
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statement. The second statement follows immediately from this and 
Theorem 7.11. 
Whether two related involutions of (X, 0) are basic or not can be 
detected now directly from their (CJ, 8)-index: 
7.16. THEOREM. Let o, 8 he related involutions of (X, @) and A a relating 
basis of @ with respect to (a, 0). Then (a, 0) is basic if and only if 
(1) o* and 0* commute, 
(2) A,(8) is o*-stable and A,,(a) is F-stable, 
(3) for every connected component A, of A,( 0) u A,,(o) we have 
A, c A,,(o) or A, c A,(B). 
Proof: If (a, 0) is basic, then (1) and (2) are clear and (3) follows from 
(7.2), using the same arguments as in (5.9). So assume (1) (2), and (3) 
hold. 
Then (2) implies that w,,(e) and C* (resp. wO(u) and t9*) commute, 
because o*w,(8) o*(A,,(e)) = -A,(8) (resp. B*wJa) tI*(A,(a)) = -A,,(o)), 
So it sufkes to show that We and w,(8) commute or equivalently: 
odd de) wokww3)) = -443). 
If CL E A,(o) A A,(B), then wO(o)(a) = --~*(a) E -(A,(a) n A,(Q)) by (2). 
Similarly, since A,(o) is 8*-stable, we have w,(e) w,(o)(a)= -8*w,(cr)(ol) 
E A,(o) n A,(B). Hence WJG) w,(8) wO(o)(a) E -(A,(o) n do(e)). 
If aE do(e)- (A,(a) n A,,(e)), then let A, c A,,(u) u A,(0) be the con- 
nected component such that a E A,. By (3) we have A, c A,(B) and 
wdo)(a)=a +CpEdO~~~nd, rnpfi with mB E Z, mp > 0. Since, by (2) we have 
-e*(a) = w,vW E -&(e) - (A,(o) n A,(e))), 
it follows that w,,(u) w,(O) w,,(o)(a) E GO(B)-, which proves the result. 
With the above result and (7.15) it becomes an easy exercise to obtain all 
the indices of basic pairs of admissible involutions of (X, 0). Before we 
describe them, we need again a notion of irreducibility. 
7.17. DEFINITION. A (0, O)-index S= (X, A, A,(a), do(e), o*, e*) is 
called irreducible if A is not the union of two mutually orthogonal o*- and 
f3*-stable non-empty subsets A 1, A,. S is called absolutely irreducible if A is 
connected. 
Note that S is irreducible if and only if Ib.B is connected. 
7.18. Classification of irreducible admissible (u, 0)-indices. Assume that 
X is semisimple and of adjoint type. Let (a, 0) be a basic pair of non-trivial 
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admissible involutions of (X, @) with (0, 8)-index S= (X, d, d,(a), 
40 g*, 0*). We assume that S is irreducible. The standard pair in 
F(a, 0) (see (6.11)) will also be denoted by ((T, 0). We shall use the Cartan 
notation to describe involutions, whose index is absolutely irreducible (see 
Table II). 
If S is absolutely irreducible, then we denote the pair (0, 0) by Xp.4 (type 
0, type t?), where X denotes the type of @, i.e., one of A, B, . . . . G and 
I = rank @, p = rank a,, q = rank a,. For example, A$: iJ( I, III,) means 
that @ is of type Azl- I, r~ is of type AI, 8 is of type AIII, and 
rank 6, = 2Z- 1, rank a, = 1. We shall use the same notation for the 
isomorphism class of the standard pair within a family 9(0, 0). To 
describe the other isomorphism classes in 9(o) 0) we add the representing 
quadratic element in TL~. So if we write si, . . . . .sp for the quadratic elements 
in T;, with respect to a,,= (A,, . . . . A,} (see (6.5)), then in the above 
example A$: :,‘(I, III,) denotes the standard pair (6, 0) in 9(a, 0) and 
Asi_ :*‘(I, III,, .si) denotes the pair (6, 8 Int(s,)) (i= 1, . . . . p). For a 
classification of these quadratic elements, see Section 8. We denote the 
pairs (0, 8 Int(s,)) by Xp (type 0, si). 
To make identification with Berger’s classification of affine symmetric 
spaces, it is sometimes useful to take E,, = e and to denote the standard pair 
by by e Wd) ( see Table II). In the classification of admissible irreducible 
(a, @-indices with both u and 6 non-trivial, we have six cases: 
7.18.1. Qi is irreducible and cr = 0. In this case, the (a, 0)-index 
equals the index of 8 (and 6). If F= @, then the standard pair corresponds 
to the complexification of a Riemannian symmetric pair and the quadratic 
elements give the &-spaces as described in Oshima and Sekiguchi [18]. 
See also Section 10. As for the signatures of the standard pair, we note that 
m-(1, &)=O for all AEJ~, so we have m+(l, 00) =m(L). 
In Table IT we list the (6, 0)-index, the diagram of a,, the multiplicities 
of the restricted roots in Je, and the quadratic elements in TL~ 
representing the classes in %(a, 0) (see Section 8). We have added also 
some information to identify these pairs with Berger’s classification 121. 
This will be explained in Section 10. 
7.18.2. @ is irreducible and 0 # 8. The diagrams representing the 
indices of (a, 0) and (0, a) are listed in Table IV. We also give the type of 
(u, f3 Int(si)) as explained above, the diagram of J0,B together with the 
signatures of the standard pair and the quadratic elements in TL~ 
representing the classes in %?(a, 8) (see Section 8). 
7.18.3. c?=@, LI D2 with a,, Qz irreducible, CJ = i3 and n( G1 ) = 
6. In this case the (0, @-index equals again the indices of 8 (and 0). Here 
o* and 8* exchange the Dynkin diagrams of @, and D2. We denote (a, 0) 
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by (X, x X,), where X, denotes the type of @i (i.e., one of A, . . . . G). If F= C 
these pairs correspond to the symmetric pairs (gc, g), where g is a real 
semisimple Lie algebra of inner type (i.e., g contains a compact Cartan 
subalgebra) and gc its complexification. 
In Table III we give the type of (0, f3 Int(s,.)), the diagram of a,, the 
multiplicities of the roots in 2, and the quadratic elements representing a 
class in W(6, 0). 
7.18.4. @ = Q1 Ll Qz with Q1, O2 irreducible, a(@,) = tPp,, O(@,) = Qp,, 
(T* # 0*. Since both @ = -cr* and 8 = -8*, this can only occur if Aut(Qi) 
(i = 1, 2) contains a non-trivial diagram automorphism of order 2; i.e., Qi 
(i= 1,2) is one of A, (/>2), D, (124) or E,. In this case (G, 0) and (0, (T) 
are isomorphic and we denote (a, 0) by (*X1 x *X,), where *X, denotes the 
twisted Dynkin diagram of @ of type X,. If F= C these pairs correspond to 
the symmetric pairs (gc, g), where g is of outer type. 
In Table V we list the type of (a, e), the (G, 8)-index, the diagram of a,,, 
together with the signatures of the standard pair, and the quadratic 
elements representing the isomorphism classes in W(U., 0). 
7.185 CD=@, LI@, with @,, tD2 irreducible, o(@,)=Q2, f3(Qi)=Qi 
(i = 1,2). The diagram representing the indices of (a, (3) and (0,~) is a 
double copy of the index of 8 I@, and the action of a* is described by 
arrows connecting both diagrams. Moreover, 5n,e r 60,D, and for II E $c.e 
we have m + (I*, 00) = m - (1, a0), which equals again the multiplicity of the 
corresponding root in go,@,. All pairs in 9(a, 0) are isomorphic (see Sec- 
tion 8). In Berger these pairs are denoted by (gc, tc) and (g 0 g, g), where 
g is a real semisimple Lie algebra and f a maximal compact subalgebra of 
g. The pairs (ge, tc) are associated to the ones in (7.18.3) and (7.18.4) (see 
also (10.4)). 
7.18.6. Cp = @, LI G2 LI Qx LI Q4 with Qi (i= 1, 2, 3, 4) irreducible, 
a(@,)=@,, a(a3) = Q4, 0(@,) = Q4, f3(@,) = Q3. The diagram 
representing the index of (a, 0) and (0, a) consists of four copies of the 
Dynkin diagram of @, and the actions of a* and 8* are described by 
arrows. Here is an example of @i of type A, : 
In this case is 60,e isomorphic to @r and m + (A, 00) = m - (A, a@ = 2 for all 
hdaJp All pairs in F(a, 8) are isomorphic (see Section 8). 
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In summarizing, we have obtained the following result: 
7.19. THEOREM. Assume X is semisimple and of adjoint type. Then the 
irreducible indices of admissible pairs of commuting involutions (CT, 9) of 
(X, @), where a, 19 # id are exhausted by the induces in (7.18.1)-( 7.18.6). 
7.20. Aut(X, @)-isomorphism classes of admissible pairs of involutions. 
Some of the ordered pairs (a, 0) are isomorphic under Aut(X, @) to their 
dual (0, cr), using the diagram automorphism. These are @,!(I&, III,, si) 
and the pairs in (7.18.4). The group Aut(X, @) identifies none of the pairs 
of involutions whose diagrams are not the same. 
8. CLASSIFICATION OF THE QUADRATIC ELEMENTS 
REPRESENTING THE CLASSES IN %'(0,8) 
In this section we shall determine a set of quadratic elements, which 
represent the isomorphism classes within a set %?((T, 0). 
8.1. Let (a, 0) be a pair of involutorial automorphisms of G, A a 
maximal (a, 8)-split torus of G, and TI A a (a, 0)-stable maximal torus of 
G such that T; resp. T; is a maximal &split resp. a-split torus of G (see 
(5.13)). We shall write @ for a(T), X for X*(T) and W for W(T). 
For a closed subgroup H of G, we call two pairs (g,, 0,) and (a,, 0,) in 
9 isomorphic under H if there exists h E H such that Int(h) o1 Int(h)-’ = o2 
and Int(h) 8, Int(h)-’ = 0,. 
In (5.16) we showed that any pair in F(a, 0) is isomorphic to a pair 
(a, 0 Int(a)) E FA(~, 0). As for the possible isomorphisms between these 
pairs, we can restrict ourselves to N,(A): 
8.2. LEMMA. Two pairs (cJ,~ Int(a,)) and (a, 8 Int(a*)) in PJg, 0) are 
isomorphic under G if and only lj- they are isomorphic under N,(A). 
Proof It suffices to show the “only if” statement. Assume g E G such 
that Int(g) ~7 Int( g)-’ = 0 and Int(g)e Int(a, g-l) = 19 Int(a,). Since both 
@g-’ and A are maximal (cr, 8 Int(a,))-split tori of G, there exists by 
(5.15) he (G, n Gm,aJO such that hg E No(A). This proves the assertion. 
8.3. Remark. The question whether two pairs in sA(cr, 0) are 
isomorphic under N,(A) can be reduced to the case where G is adjoint. 
Henceforth we assume this for the remaining part of this section. 
8.4. Action on W(A) on Z?rA(~, 0). The action of N,(A) on FA(a, 0) can 
be split in an action of W(A) on &(o, 0) and an action of Z,(A) on 
FA(c, 8). That W(A) acts on the pairs in Y,Jrr, 0) can be seen as follows. 
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Let ((T, 19) be a standard pair. Then by (6.15) every MI E W(A ) has a 
representative h E (G, n GH)‘. So if (a, 8 Int(a)) E: FA(o, O), UJE W(A), and 
he (G, n Go)’ a representative of ~1, then Int(h) D Int(h)-’ = o and 
Int(h) 19 Int(a) Int(h) -’ = 6’ Int(hah-‘) = 8 Int(yl(a)). 
Denote the set of quadratic elements of A by F(A). In (8.13) we shall 
describe a set of representatives of the W(A)-conjugacy classes in F(A). We 
first deal with the question of when two pairs in F,‘(o, 0) are isomorphic 
under Z,( A ). 
8.5. PROPOSITION. Let T, A be as in (8.1). Then ZMJO pairs (a, 8 Int(a,)) 
and (c, 0 Int(+)) in &(a, 8) are isomorphic under Z,(A) if und only if 
theree.xistst~Tsuchthuta(t)=tundu’u2=8(t)t~’. 
Proof. If t E T satisfies the above conditions, then Int(t) is the desired 
isomorphism. So assume there is g E Z,(A) such that Int( Int(g)-’ = o 
and Int(g)B Int(a,g))’ = 8 Int(u,). As in (1.4) let T;. = 
{t E T( oO( t) = t ~ ’ }. Now T,;, and g( T,) gP ’ are both maximal &split tori 
of Z,(A), so by (1.5) (1.6), and (5.3) there is hE(ZJA)nG,nG,)‘such 
that hg E ZzcCA ,( TIO) = Z,(A T,) = Z,( T; T,- ). 
Now T and hgTg- ‘h ~ ’ are maximal tori in Z, (A Ts) and since the 
derived group of Z,(AT,) is contained in (Z,(A) n G, n GO)‘, there exists 
~E(Z,(A)~G,~G,,)” such that t = khg E T. Since a,, a, E A and 
kh E (Z,(A) n G, n Go)’ we have u(t) = t and a, = a, e(t) t-‘, which proves 
the result. 
For a standard pair we can prove an even stronger result: 
8.6. COROLLARY. Assume (a, tl) is a standard pair. Let T, A be us in 
(8.1) and aE F(A). Then (a, 0) and (0,8 Int(u)) are isomorphic ifund only if 
thereistETsuch thuta(t)=tundu=Q(t)t-‘. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from (8.5), (8.2) and the fact that 
by (6.15) any w  E W(A) has a representative in (G, n Ggjo. 
It is possible to characterize these quadratic elements O(t) t ~ ’ occurring 
in (8.5) as a product of a quadratic element in (T; )$ and one in (T; ),‘. 
This is useful for checking whether in an explicit example two pairs in 
&(o, 0) are isomorphic under Z,(A). We will state this result here, but we 
shall not use it for the classification. 
8.7. COROLLARY. Let o, 8, T, and A be as in (8.5) and a E F(A). Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Thereisu tETsuch thutcr(t)=tundu=8(t)t~‘. 
(2) u=xy where x~(T;)n+, ME,+, x2=y2=e. 
(3) ThereisatETsuchthatl?(t)=tandu=a(t)t ’ 
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Proof: (1) =z. (2): Assume t E T such that o(l) = t and a = e(t) t-l. Write 
t=t,t2t3t4 with tlE(T,+)B+, tzE(Ti)o+, t3E(T;)B+, t,EA. Then t2t3t4 
satisfies the same conditions, so we may assume t = t, tg t,. From u(t) = t 
we see that (t3 t,)2 = e and since e(t, t4)(t3 t,)-’ = tT2, we obtain ti =e and 
also ti=e. Now a= e(t) t-’ = tF2tc2 = tF2ty2, so it follows that t;=e. 
Taking x= tt, y= t: the result follows. 
(2) =z. (1): Assume now that a = xy as in (2). Let tl E (T;),+ be such that 
tf =x and let t2 E (T; )g be such that t: = y. Since y E T,- n T; and 
T,- n T,- = A (see also (8.9) below) there exists a t3 E A such that t: = y. 
If t= t,t,t3, then a(t)=t,t;‘t;‘=t,t,t,y’=t and t?(t)t-‘=t;2t;2= 
xy = a, which proves (1). 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) follows by symmetry. 
8.8. A characterization of the quadratic elements of A. We can describe 
the quadratic elements of A as a product of quadratic elements of T. Let d 
be a strong (c, f3)-basis of @ and a,,@- the corresponding basis of @(A). 
Since the elements of both d and do,@ are linearly independent, we 
can find for each a E A an w, E X,(T) such that (a, oB) = 6,, for 
~1, fin A. Similarly for each 1 E A,, let Y~EX*(A) be such that 
(A, y,) =s,,(n, p E a,.,). In (6.6) we defined for 1 EJ,,~ the quadratic 
elements Ed = yn( - 1) E A. Since (a, 0)) T is a pair of basic involutions of 
(X, @) we can describe Ed also in terms of the one parameter subgroups o, 
(aed). 
8.9. LEMMA. Let I E a,,,. For @(T, A)n A we have the following 
possibilities: 
(1) @(T,,l)nA= {u} with a=u*(a)=O*(a); 
(2) WC A) n A = (a, e*(a)} or a, a*(a)} with a*(a)=a, O*(a)= a, 1 
or a*B*(a) = a; 
(3) @(T, ,l)nA= { a, ~*(a), e*(a), 0*8*(a)}. 
In these three cases we have for Ed, respectively, 
(1) &2=%(-l); 
(2) EL = (w%*caJ( - 1) or (w+(,))( - 1); 
(3) Ed = (WaW,*(,~ug*(a~u,*g*(,))( - 1). 
Proof: The first statement follows immediately from Lemma 7.10. As for 
the other statements note first that, since G is adjoint, { ma}mEd is a basis of 
X,(T). But then every quadratic element of T is a product of the quadratic 
elements w,( - 1) (~1 E A). In particular there is a subset A, c A such that 
EA=&,A,%(-~). 
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Since for C~EA we have CX(E~)=CI(Y~,(-~))= (- l)<n(a).y;), the result 
follows from the definition of the o, (a E A ) and the first statement. 
8.10. Remark. If ((T, 0) is normally related to T, then it follows from 
this result, (3.5) and the fact that d,(o, 19) = A,(a)u A,(B), that 
T;, = T; n T;. Since we will not need this in the sequel we leave the proof 
for the reader. 
For arbitrary quadratic elements of A we note: 
8.11. LEMMA. Let E E F(A). Then there exists a subset A, of a,,, such 
that E = JJj.sd, E;.. In particular, F(A) is completely determined b-y the set of 
indecomposable roots @(A)‘. 
This follows immediately from the fact that do,@ is a Z-basis of X*(A). 
8.11.1. Remark. Since also W(A) is generated by the reflections Sj, with 
3. E a a,0 c @(A)‘, it follows that for determining a set of representatives of 
the W(A)-conjugacy classes in F(A) we may restrict ourselves to @(A)‘, 
which is reduced. Henceforth we will assume that @(A) = @(A)‘. 
8.12. Action of the affine Weyl group on F(A). Assume G is semisimple, 
@(A) is reduced and A, JO,H are as in (8.8). Write X,(A) additively and let 
E = X,(A)Or R. For .Y E E, let t(x) denote the translation of E along the 
vector x and let Q denote the group of the translations t(v), where 
V=C;.Eds,,mj.~” with m, E Z and A” E @(A)” a coroot. If W”(A) denotes 
the atline‘Wey1 group of @(A), then W”(A) is the semidirect product of 
W(A) and Q (see Bourbaki [ 5, Chap. VI, No. 2.1 I). Let 
and let r2 E F* be a primitive 2th root of unity. Now define dz: A, -+ A by 
Q acts transitively on the fibers of & and &(A,) = F(A). Moreover, since 
W”(A) = Q. W(A), the orbits of A, under the action of W”(A) correspond 
one to one to the W(A)-conjugacy classes in F(A). Let C be the chamber of 
E with respect to Jo,, and PO the unique fundamental region in C contain- 
ing the origin in its closure. Denote the closures of C resp. P, by C resp. 
pO. Now any W”(A) orbit in E meets P, exactly once (see Bourbaki [S, 
Chap.VI, No.2.11). So if R=A,nP,, then 4,(R) is a set of represen- 
tatives of the W(A)-conjugacy classes in F(A). One easily sees that R 
consists of at most la,,,1 vectors. Eventually after applying still a Weyl 
group element, we obtain the following result: 
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8.13. PROPOSITION. Assume CD(A) is irreducible. Then any element of 
F(A) is conjugate under W(A) to one of the cl, L E JoSO, as given in Table VI. 
For more details on the proof we refer to Bore1 and Siebenthal [4] who 
also derived this result in a slightly different context. They work with 
compact groups, but this specific result depends only on the action of the 
afline Weyl group. See also Oshima and Sekiguchi [18]. 
TABLE VI 
Dynkin diagram Quadratic elements 
C,(1>3) L-O-...-+;, 
E, (2j< 4 
El 
D, (134) 




We still need to determine which of these si in Table VI are isomorphic 
under Z,(A). This depends only on the signatures of the simple roots: 
8.14. THEOREM. Assume G is semisimple and let (a, 0) be a pair of 
commuting involutorial automorphisms of G. [f T, A, A and A,., are as in 
(8.8), then, for any A E Ab,O with m’(2, &)=m-(2, CO), the pair 
(6, 9 Int(e,)) is isomorphic to (a, 6). 
It is possible to prove this result by checking the condition (2) of (8.7) 
for all the irreducible (D, 0) indices in (7.18.1)-(7.18.6). We shall give 
another proof by proving live lemmas, which deal with all, except four, 
cases. 
For (8.15)-(8.19) we assume that G, T, o, 8, A are as in (8.14). 
8.15. LEMMA. Assume a E A - A,(a, (3) such that 0*0*(a) # a and either 
a*(a) = a or 8*(a) = a. IfI” = n(a) then (a, 8 Int(.s,)) is isomorphic to (a, f?). 
Proof Let t=o,(-1)ET. Then lJ(t)=l if BEA-- and a(t)= -1. 
Let u=td(t-‘). Then KET, (see (1.4)), so for BEA we have 
P(u)=P(t) a*O*(p)(tp’), because aO(p)=a*O*(/3)+y, where y lies in the 
Z-span of A,(a, 8). 
Now since P(u) = 1 if fi # a or u*O*(a), it follows that Int(s,) = Int(u), so 
by (8.5) we are done. 
8.16. LEMMA. Assume a E A - A,(a, O), such that 0*0*(a) f a, a*(a) #a, 
and O*(a) # a. Zf A = n(a) then (o, 0 Int(a,)) is isomorphic to (a, (3). 
Proof Let t =o,( - I), x= t@(tr’) and u=xa@(x~‘)= tu(t-‘) a#(t-‘) 
t?(t). Similarly to (8.15) we have for PEA: b(u)=/?(t) a*(p)(t) /3*(p)(tt’) 
o*O*(fl)(tC’). So fl(u)=a(t)= -1 if p equals one of a, o*(a), O*(a), 
a*O*(a) and j?(u) = 1 for the other roots in A. It follows that Int(u)= 
Int(a,) and the result now follows from (8.5). 
8.17. LEMMA. Assume a6 A - A,(@, 0) such that O*(a) = a*(a) =a and 
let 2 = z(a). If a is contained in a subdiagram of the (a, t3)-index of the form 
A-L& 
Zk , 
. . ..f.- ..- 
0 ” 0 
Then (cr, tI Int(a,)) is isomorphic to (a, 0). 
Proof Assume that the roots of A are numbered as in the above 
diagram and that a = aZk. For i = 1, . . . . k let t, = o, *,-, (- 1). Take 
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t=nf=, ri and let U= tcre(t-‘). Then for i= 1, . . . . k we have q-i(u)= 
Q- i(t)* = 1. Moreover, for i = 1, . . . . k - 1 we have 
Since a&u) = a,,(t) ae(t-‘) = wO(a) w,(Q)(a,,)(t-‘) = ciZk- l(t-1) = -1 
and j(u) = 1 for fi E A, B # aj (j= 1, . . . . 2k) it follows that Int(u) = Int(s,), 
which proves the result. 
8.18. LEMMA. Assume that the (o, f3)-index has a subdiagram of the form 
and G,,(o)=@, @,J0) of type D,. Zf 1, =~(a~) and &=~(a~), then for 
i= 1, 2 ((T, 0 Int(s,,)) is iomorphic to (0, 0). 
Proof: Let t, = o,,( - 1) o,,( - 1) and tz = OJ - 1) a,,( - 1). Put 
U, = t,&?(t;‘) and u2= t,ae(t;‘). Similarly as in (8.17) it follows that 
Int(u,) = Int(.s,,) and Int(u,) = Int(.s,,), hence the result follows from (8.5). 
8.19. LEMMA. Assume the (c., @)-index has a subdiagram of the form: 
Zf 1= n(a), then (u, 0 Int(s,)) is isomorphic ro (o, 0). 
Proof: Put t, = ws( - l), t, = wO.& - l), t = t, t, and u = to@-‘). 
Similarly as in (8.17) one verifies that Int(u) = Int(.s,), so the result follows 
by (8.5). 
8.20. Proof of Theorem (8.14). Applying the Lemmas 8.15-8.19 to the 
irreducible (a, Q-indices in (7.18.1)-(7.18.6), we are left with four cases, 
which do not satisfy any of the conditions in one of these lemmas. For each 
of them we shall give an element t E T satisfying the condition of (8.5). As 
an example we shall treat the following case in more detail. 
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(1) C$‘(II,, II,) with c( = Q,. We number the roots according to the 
Dynkin diagram below. 
c*, -- 2p 
Let A=7r(tx)=AP, t=maZp+, (- 1) and u = tae(t-I). Then Int(u) = Int(s,), 
namely w,(O)(or) =sIzP-, wi(cz), where wi is the longest element of 
W(C,,P2P) with respect to AnC,,p,p. Let PEC,,-~~ be such that -b is 
the highest short root of C2,-zP with respect to A n C,,P2P (see Bourbaki 
[S, Chap. VI, No. 1.81). Then p(t)= -1. 
Extend { azp + , , /I} to a maximal orthogonal set of roots as in (4.13) 
and write wi as a product of the corresponding reflections. Then 
wl(a2p) = a2p + azp+ 1 +b. so ~o(~)~~~p)=~2p-,+c(~p+c1~p+~+~. Now 
fJQa2J(f) = wdfl) wdW~2,Mt) = ~lb+,~n2p~,(a2p- I +~2p+~2p+, +P)(t)= 
b(t) = -1. SO azp(u) = ,8(t) = -1. Since clearly y(u) = 1 for y E A - {c(~~} we 
are done. 
(2) Op,‘(I,, I,,) with a = a,,. 
Let 2=x(@)=&, t=~,~+,(-l)w,,~,(-l), and u=toQ(tP1). Then 
bit(u) = Int(&,). 
(3) D$(III,, III,, E;) with a = az,-2. 
Let I = x(a) = ;I[- i, t = wvz,-,( - 1) and u = tO(t-‘). Then Int(u) = Int(s,). 
(4) F$‘(I, II) with a=a4. 
Let a = a4, A = x(a), t = a,,( - l), and u = taO(t-I). Then Int(u) = Int(s,). 
This completes the result. 
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8.2 1. COROLLARY. The standardpair of a family sF~(o, 0) is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
Proof: The result follows immediately from (8.14), (6.13), and (6.14). 
We are left with the following problem: which of the remaining si. give 
rise to isomorphic pairs in FA(a, 0). That they are not standard can be seen 
by looking at the corresponding rank one subgroups. 
8.22. Restricted rank one subgroups. Let (a, 0) be a standard pair and 
assume T, A are as in (8.1). For ,? E @(A) let @(A) = { tl E Q(T) 1 a 1 A = ml, 
m E Z}. This is a closed symmetric subset of G(T). Let now G(I) denote the 
(closed) subgroup of G generated by T and the root subgroups U,, with 
/I E @(A). It follows from Bore1 and Tits [3, p. 74, Prop. 2.2, and p. 65, 2.3 
Remark], that G(;i) is reductive and that @(A) = @(T, G(n)). 
Since t?(A) = a(n) = -A, we see that @(A) and G(A) are cr- and e-stable. 
Moreover, if u, = g 1 G(1), 0, = 8 I G(1), then (ai, 0,) is normally related to 
T and G(J) has restricted (o,, 8,)-rank one (i.e., rank @(A),,,,, = 1). 
8.23. LEMMA. Let (a, 0) be a standard pair and T, A as in (8.1). Let A be 
a strong (a, 0) basis of @ and ab,e the corresponding basis of @(A). Let Ed 
(A E bo,B) be as in (8.8). If II E 6,0 is such that m + (l,a6) # m - (2, ~6) then, 
(a, 8 Int(sl)) and (CJ, t3) are not isomorphic. 
ProoJ: Assume (CJ, 0) and (a, 8 Int(sJ) are isomorphic (1~ a,,). From 
(8.6) it follows that also (0, 0) 1 G(1) and (a, 8 Int(s,)) 1 G(1) are isomorphic. 
So we may assume G = G(a). Now 
g=Z,(A)Og(A, A)@g(A, -A)@&4 2J)Og(A, -22). 
On the other hand, at7 1 Z,(A) = a0 Int(s,) 1 Z,(A) and 
d(g(A, kml)) = d Int(~,)(g(A, +mi)) = g(A, &ml), m= 1,2. 
Comparing the dimensions of the eigenspaces of 00 and 06 Int(e,) in g, we 
conclude that if (a, 0) and (a, 0 Int(s,)) are isomorphic, we have 
m+(l, a0) = m-(2, 00). The lemma is proved. 
8.24. LEMMA. Let (a, 0) be a standard pair. Let a E F(A) and A 1 c I,,, 
be such that a=n,,,, Ed. Then (a, 0 Int(a)) is isomorphic to (a, 0) if and 
only ifm+(l, atl)=m-(l,a8) for all led,. 
ProoJ: Assume 1~ A, such that m+(l, aB)#m-(2, a(?). If (a, f7 Int(a)) 
and (a, 0) are isomorphic, then by (8.6) also their restrictions to G(1) are 
isomorphic. But since (a, 8 Int(a)) 1 G(A) = (a, 8 Int(s,)) 1 G(1) the result 
follows from (8.23). 
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We can now prove the following results: 
8.25. PROPOSITION. Let (a, 0) be a standard pair. Let A,, &E a,,, be 
such that rn+(A(, ~O)#rn-(,?.~, &I) (i= 1, 2). Then (a, 0 Int(sl,)) and 
(a, 8 Int(z,,)) are isomorphic if and only if E;,! and eil are conjugate under 
WA). 
Proof: The “if” statement being clear, assume (a, 8 Int(c,,)) and 
(a, B Int(s,.,)) are isomorphic. By (8.4) there exists WE W(A) such that 
(0, 8 Int(w&,,)) and (a, 0 Int(si,J) are isomorphic under Z,(A). Let a E A be 
such that Ej,2=w(&,,)a and let A,ca,,, be such that a=nlc,, e,. Then 
by (8.5) (c,e) and (o,OInt(a)) are isomorphic. Hence by (8.24) 
m ‘(2, ad) = m - (1, oe) for all 1 E .4,. We shall now show that a must equal 
e. 
Checking the signatures for the simple roots for the irreducible (c, 0)- 
indices in (7.18.1)-(7.18.6) (see also Tables II-V), it follows that only the 
following four cases occur for 60,u irreducible: 
(1) m+(&oO)=m-(,I,&) for all AE~,.,. Then by (8.14) %(0,0) 
consists of a single isomorphism class. 
(2) m+(A,crO)#m-(d,aO) for all d~a~.~. Then a=e. 
(3) m+(& uO)#m-(A,aO) for exactly one ~EJ,,,. In this case 
I, = A,, so there is nothing to prove. 
(4) 6.H is of type B, or BC,, and m ‘(1, (70) # m - (n, 00) for all long 
roots in a,,, and m + (A, 00) = m - (A, 00) for the single short root p E Jb,e. 
In this case a=e or a=&@. Assume a=&,,. So w(E~,)=E~~F~. Here 
A,,kEd,,- {p}. On the other hand, 
what implies that Ej., 
e,sIZ is conjugate under W(A) to sr, 
is conjugate under W(A) to F,. So by (8.23) and 
(8.14) we obtain a contradiction. Hence a = e. Since (l)-(4) exhaust all the 
possibilities for @0,e irreducible, the result is proved. 
We shall say that %?(c, 8) is irreducible if the index of the corresponding 
admissible pair of commuting involutions of (X, @) is irreducible (i.e., G,,@ 
is irreducible). Summarizing the above results we have obtained the follow- 
ing characterization of the isomorphism classes in 9?: 
8.26. THEOREM. Asume G is semisimple and T a maximal torus of G. 
Then the classes %‘(o, 0) in $7 correspond bijectively to the isomorphism 
classes of the indices of the corresponding admissible pair of commuting 
involutions qf (X, 0). The isomorphism classes contained in ‘X(0, 0) are 
represented by quadratic elements of a fixed maximal (a, O)-split torus A of 
G. For %?(a, 9) irreducible these are given in Tables II-IV. 
Note that, in cases (7.18.5)-(7.18.6), %?(a, 0) consists of a single 
isomorphism class of commuting involutorial automorphisms of G. 
607:71/l-6 
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9. Aut(G)-ISOMORPHISM CLASSES AND ASSOCIATED PAIRS 
In this section we will discuss the action of the full automorphism group 
on the ordered pairs of commuting involutions. Moreover, we will give the 
associated pairs (see (9.5)), which are of importance in the study of 
semisimple symmetric spaces. 
9.1. DEFINITION. Two pairs of commuting involutions (ol, 0,) and 
(az, ~9,) are Aut(G)-isomorphic if there exists a 4 E AU(G) such that 
&,&‘=c~ and @,&‘=&. 
Denote the set of Aut(G)-isomorphism classes in 9 by %P and for a 
maximal torus T denote the set of Aut(G, T)-isomorphism classes of 
ordered pairs of commuting involutions of (X*(T), @p(T)) by V(T). 
Similarly as in (5.19) we can define a mapping 
pa : GP + W’( T). 
Write 6EU( T) = p”(%Y) and V’((T, 0) = (p”)-’ p(I(g,t9). 
From (7.20) it follows that Aut(T) only identifies the isomorphism 
classes of some dual pairs of commuting involutions (a, 0) and (0, c). The 
classification of a”(T) is immediate from this. 
As for the classification of %Y((T, f3) it suffices to consider the action of 
Aut( T) on the quadratic elements representing the classes in %‘(a, 0). This 
can be seen as follows. Let (a, 0) be a standard pair, A a maximal (a, 0)- 
split torus of G and 
N”= {&Aut(G)I&A)cA}. 
Similarly as in (8.2) we can restrict to the action of N” on FA(a, 0). 
9.2. LEMMA. Two pairs (a, 0 Int(a,)) and (0,8 Int(a,)) in PJa, 0) are 
isomorphic under Aut(G) if and only if they are isomorphic under N”. 
9.3. The group N” differs at most some diagram automorphism from 
N,(A). Namely let TI A be a (c, 8)-stable maximal torus of G as in (5.13) 
and for a strong (0, B)-basis d of a(T) define 
D(A, d)= (&Aut(G, T)I&4)=.4&4)=.4}. 
We now have 
N”= D(A, A). N,(A). 
For Q E D(A, d), the automorphisms ~5, D and 8 do not need to commute. 
So the action of N” on gj(,, 0) does not split in an action of N,(A) on 
FA(o, 0) and an action of D(A, d) on FJu, 0). 
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9.4. If Q(T) is irreducible, then D(A, A) # id if Q(T) is of type A, 
(12 2) D, (I 3 4), or E,. Using the characterization of the quadratic 
elements of (8.9) it easily follows that N” does not identify any of the 
quadratic elements representing the classes of %(a, f3), except in the case of 
D#lI,, III,, E;). 
Let E, (i = 1, . . . . I- 2) be the quadratic elements representing the classes 
in $?(cr, 0). Then by (8.9) E, = ozI( - 1) (i = 1, . . . . I- 2). Let @JO =
(~~@(T)I(~,%Ll)=( ~1, CX~,) = O}. It is easy to check that Go is of type 
D,,- z and txI, . . . . a,,- 3 can be extended with a root j? E @O to a basis do of 
cP”. Let -CC” E Q” be the longest root with respect to do. Define 
4” E Aut(@‘) by: 
a;-“zr-r->, (i= 1 , *.., 2t- 3) 
@H-P 
Extend 4” to an automorphism b~Aut(@) by (6(a,,_ ,) =a21-I and 
&a2,) = a?/. Then &E,~~~,)=E~E,-~, hence E; and slPr-i are isomorphic 
under Z,( A ). 
9.5. Associated pairs. Let (a, 0) be a standard pair, A a maximal ((T, 0)- 
split torus of G and s,,=e. For a pair (a, 0 Int(a,)) (i=O, . . . . rank(A)), 
representing a class in %‘(a, f3), we define the associated pairs as 
(0, 06 Int(c;)) and (0, 00 Int(e,)). 
It wiII appear in Section 10 that these pairs correspond to the natural 
associated pairs in the case of semisimple symmetric spaces. For the 
absolutely irreducible (cr, 8)-indices the associated pairs are listed in 
Table VII. We have omitted those pairs which are simultaneously self- 
associated and self-dual. The remaining cases are easily derived. 
9.6. Remark. The determination of these associated pairs is mainly a 
matter of determining 06 Int(.s,), which consists of the three commuting 
involutions CJ, 8, and Int(s;). A classification of all triples of commputing 
involutions is not simple, because it is not only a combinatorial matter but 
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10. CLASSIFICATION OF SEMISIMPLE SYMMETRIC SPACES 
In this section we shall show that there is a bijection between the set of 
isomorphism classes of locally semisimple symmetric spaces and the 
isomorphism classes of (ordered) pairs of commuting involutions as treated 
in the Sections 7-8. Moreover, the fine structure as developed for pairs of 
commuting involutions, transfers directly to the corresponding symmetric 
space. 
10.1. Let Go be a real semisimple connected Lie group and denote its 
Lie algegra by go. Let cr E Aut(G,) be an involutorial automorphism and let 
H be a closed subgroup of Go satisfying (G,)O, c Hc (G,),. If h denotes the 
Lie algebra of H (or (G,),), then the pair (G,, H) is called a semisimple 
symmetric pair and (gO,b) a semisimple locally symmetric pair. We shall 
write also (go, a) instead of (go, h). The symmetric space GO/H is called an 
ufi?ne symmetric space. There is a bijection between the set of locally 
semisimple symmetric pairs and the set of affine symmetric spaces 
G,/(G,)jj. We will restrict our analysis to the semisimple locally symmetric 
pairs. Two semisimple locally symmetric pairs (go, h,) and (go, h,) are 
isomorphic under an inner (resp. outer) automorphism if there exists 
4 E Aut(G)’ (resp. Aut(G)) such that q5(g0) = go and #(h,) = h2. 
Let g denote the complexification of go and let G = Aut(g)O. An semi- 
simple symmetric pair determines a pair of commuting involutions of g. 
10.2. PROPOSITION. Let (go, o) be a semisimple locally symmetric pair. 
Then there exists a Cartan involution 8 of go such that a% = 8a. 
This is proved in Berger [2]. 
If 8,) o2 E Aut(g,) are Cartan involutions satisfying 8,a = 00, (i= I, 2), 
then there exists YE h such that exp Y0, exp - Y = 8, (see Matsuki [ 161). 
In other words, if we lift a, e1 and 8, to involutions of g, then the pairs 
(a, 8,) and (a, 0,) are isomorphic in the sense of (5.15). Conversely, 
starting with a pair of commuting involutions of g, we obtain a semisimple 
locally symmetric pair, This follows from the following result. 
10.3. LEMMA. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and 0,) . . . . 0, 
commuting involutorial automorphisms of g. Then there exists a compact real 
form u of g, with conjugation z, such that 8,z = TO, for i = 1, ,.., n. 
This result is discussed in the thesis of B. Hoogenboom [ 131. Another 
proof goes as follows. Let R denote the subgroup of Aut(g) spanned by 
8 1, . . . . 8,. Since R is a compact subgroup of Aut(g), there exists a maximal 
compact subgroup U of Aut(g) containing R. Since U is maximal compact, 
also Un Aut(g)’ is a maximal compact subgroup of Aut(g)O and its Lie 
algebra u satisfies the above properties. 
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10.4. Dual and associated pairs. Let (0, g) be a pair of commuting 
involutions of the complex Lie algebra g and u a (0, a)-stable compact real 
form of g with conjugation z. Denote Bz by 0 and go by 3. 
For a pair (0, o), the first involution determines a real form. Then 
(g’, d 1 g’) is a locally semisimple symmetric pair, corresponding to (0, a). 
Here g’ is the set of fixed points of the conjugation 0 in g. The set of fixed 
points of c in g” will be denoted by gf. It follows from Helgason [ 11, 
Chap. X, 1.41 that the isomorphism class of (g’, 0 ( g’) does not depend on 
the choice of the (a, Q-stable compact real form u of g. 
The pair (0, 0) is called the dual pair of (0, a) and the corresponding 
semisimple locally symmetric pair (g”, gg) is called the dual pair of (ge, 9:). 
Sieilarly the pair (0, 00) will be called the associated pair of (0, a) and 
(g”, giO) the associated symmetric pair of (g’, 9:). 
10.5. Let (0, o), t? and ge be as in (9.4). We can lift (0, a) to a pair of 
commuting involutions of G = Aut(g)‘, which we denote also by (0, a). The 
pairs of commuting involutions of G correspond bijectively with the pairs 
of commuting involutions of g. 
The tori occurring in Sections l-8 correspond to the following subspaces 
of g! Let ge = t 0 p be the usual decomposition in eigenspaces of 0 (i.e., a 
Cartan decomposition of ge). Likewise let gs = t, @ q be the decomposition 
in eigenspaces of Q 1 g’. Now e-split (resp. o-split and (a, @-split) tori of G 
correspond to Cartan subspaces of p (resp. q and p n q). 
The characterization of the pairs of commuting involutions of G in Sec- 
tions 5.8 gives a characterization of locally semisimple symmetric pairs in 
terms of a (cr, 0)-stable Cartan subalgebra t of g’, such that t n p (resp. 
t n q, resp. t n p n q) is maximal abelian in p (resp. q, resp. p n q). These 
Cartan subalgebras of gs are frequently used in the analysis on semisimple 
symmetric spaces (see [lS]). 
A symmetric pair is called irreducible if the adjoint representation of IIJ on 
q is irreducible. This is equivalent to the notion of irreducibility defined in 
(7.17). From (8.26) we obtain now. 
10.6. THEOREM. The inner (resp. outer) isomorphism classes of the 
semisimple locally symmetric pairs (go, 0) correspond bijectively to the inner 
(resp. outer) isomorphism classes of ordered pairs of commuting involutions 
(0, a) of g or Aut(g)O. Here g denotes the complexification of go and 8 1 go a 
Cartan involution of go commuting with a. In particular, a pair (S, Ed), where 
S is an admissible irreducible (0, o)-index and E* one of the quadratic 
elements occurring with this (0, o)-index in (7.18.1 k(7.18.6), represents the 
isomorphism class of an irreducible semisimple locally symmetric pair and its 
dual. 
Berger [2] only classified the semisimple locally symmetric pairs under 
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the action of the full automorphism group. As one can see from (9.4) some 
of the inner isomorphism classes are identified under an outer 
automorphism. In order to identify the above results with those of 
Berger [2], we listed in Tables II and VIII the subalgebras gf(si), where 
gf(si) denotes the set of fixed points of CJ Int(&,) in g’. 
Finally the associated pairs can be derived from Table VII. These are 
among others of importance in the Fourier analysis on symmetric spaces 
and also in descriptions of orbits of semisimple symmetric spaces under the 
action of minimal parabolic subgroups (see Matsuki [ 161). 
10.7. A pair (0, a) is called self-dual if (0, rr) is isomorphic to (a, 0) and 
self--associated if (0, a) is isomorphic to (8, a(3) or equivalently if the 
associated dual pair is self-dual. These pairs can be characterized as 
follows. 
10.8. LEMMA. Let (0, a) E Aut(G) be a pair of commuting involutions. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) (8, a) is self-dual, 
(2) 13 is isomorphic to a, 
(3) there is a maximal &split torus A of G and a quadratic element 
E E A such that (0, a) = (0,0 Int(s)). 
Proof. Since (3) * ( 1) follows immediately from (5.21(ii)) and since 
(1) * (2) is obvious it suffices to prove (2) + (3). If g E G such that 
Int( g)a Int(g-‘) = 8, then 8 = a Int(a( g) gP ‘). By a result of Richardson 
[20,6.3] there is a maximal a-split torus A of G such that a(g) gP ’ E A. 
Since A is also maximal e-split, the result is clear. 
10.9. Remark. If 0 E Aut(G) is an involution, A a minimal e-split torus 
of G and E E A, E* = e, then the pair (0,8 Int(s)) corresponds to a symmetric 
pair of type K,, as introduced by Oshima and Sekiguchi [18]. From the 
above result it is now clear that a symmetric pair (g’, a) is of type K, if and 
only if gs and g, are isomorphic. 
In [2, 191 a semisimple symmetric pair is called self-dual if it is 
isomorphic to its dual under an outer automorphism. So in this case the 
pairs in (7.20) and (9.5) are also self-dual. 
10.10. Remark. Berger [2]. gives a description of how one can obtain 
the afhne symmetric spaces from the semisimple locally symmetric pairs 
and the fundamental groups. Together with more recent, detailed descrip- 
tions of the fundamental groups (see Takeuchi [28] and Goto and 
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